Faculty Senate Minutes #335

Thursday, November 20, 2008 3:20 PM Room 630T


Absent (5): Kirk Dombrowski, Marcia Esparza, Allison Kavey, Michael Pfeifer, Shonna Trinch


Invited Guest: Provost Jane Bowers

AGENDA

1. Adoption of the agenda
2. Adoption of Minutes #334 of the November 6, 2008, meeting
3. Report of the Chair
4. Discussion of the compromise proposal for the creation of a new Department of Criminal Justice and for the assignment of the B.A. and B.S. Criminal Justice degrees
5. Invited Guest: Provost Jane Bowers

1. Adoption of the agenda. Approved.
2. Adoption of Minutes #334 of the November 6, 2008, meeting

Minutes #334 of the November 6, 2008, meeting were adopted.

3. Announcements & Reports

President Kaplowitz reported that she has just received a commitment from President Travis that the English Department will no longer be in the Annex on 54 Street and 12th Avenue when the new building opens.

The College Council Executive Committee has extended the deadline for department bylaws to be submitted to that Committee until March 16.

4. Discussion of the compromise proposal for the creation of a new Department of Criminal Justice and for the assignment of the B.A. and B.S. Criminal Justice degrees [Attachment A1, A2, A3, B, C, D, E]

President Kaplowitz summarized the situation to date and briefed the Senate on developments since the last Senate meeting on November 6:

Three departments – Law, Police Science & CJA (LPS) and Sociology and Government – have had joint responsibility for the Criminal Justice major for more than two decades. This semester 18 faculty proposed both to create a new department to be called the Department of Criminal Justice and also to have sole responsibility for the Criminal Justice major which would be transferred to this new department. These 18 faculty members include 12 faculty from LPS and 8 faculty from five other departments – Anthropology; Government; History; Latin American & Latino/a Studies; Sociology.

At our October 20 Faculty Senate meeting, the Senate devoted its entire meeting to this proposal, which three Senators had signed onto: Marcia Esparza, Evan Mandery, and Valerie West. Three other Senators from LPS had not signed the petition: Beverly Frazier, Maki Haberfeld, and Staci Strobl. Many non-Senate faculty members also attended and participated in the discussion. Those who oppose the proposal expressed deep anxiety that they will not have a sufficient number of students if the proposal were to be approved and that, therefore, their jobs will be at risk. This concern was articulated frequently by both full-time and adjunct members of LPS.

At that meeting, Senate members raised so many concerns and questions, President Kaplowitz recalled, that she suggested that the Senate develop a set of questions to be answered by the
several relevant groups and in response she was emailed a total of 58 questions which she organized with the help of VP Sheehan and Senator Amy Green, both members of the Senate Executive Committee, and which she then sent to the three groups: the signatories, the LPS non-signatories, and the academic administration. Their answers were due on Monday, November 18, at 5 pm. Their answers were then sent to the Senate and included in today's agenda packet [Attachment A1, A2, A3]. She expressed her gratitude to all the members of the Executive Committee for their help and advice.

President Kaplowitz reported that in response to the comments at the Senate's October 20 meeting and in comments made to her in private afterwards and also in response to the concerns expressed in Senators' questions, she floated an idea for a compromise at the Senate's November 6 meeting. As she explained at the time, she had not consulted with or tested her idea with anyone except, in confidence, those members of the Executive Committee with whom she was able to meet just prior to the Senate meeting.

She reiterated that her compromise proposal was predicated on the fact that John Jay offers not one but rather two criminal justice majors – a Bachelor of Arts in Criminal Justice and a Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice – both of which are jointly governed by the departments of LPS, Sociology, and Government.

Her compromise proposal is that a new Department of Criminal Justice be created and that the B.A. in CJ be assigned solely to this new department while at the same time the B.S. in CJ be assigned solely to the LPS Department. The reason for her proposed allocation of majors is that the B.A. degree is a liberal arts degree and the 18 signatories are from 6 departments, including liberal arts and humanities departments.

At this Senate meeting, after a necessarily brief discussion of her idea (given all the other agenda items), she asked for a non-binding straw vote as to whether she should further explore her idea. The vote – not officially counted – expressed clear support for her doing so.

President Kaplowitz reported that the following day and over that weekend – in person, on the phone, and by email – she conveyed the compromise proposal to President Travis and to Provost Bowers; to the 18 signatories; and to the LPS non-signatories. The proposal included the requirement that by September 2010 both departments will have to revise the CJ major assigned to each, at which time their proposed revisions would be reviewed and evaluated by the Undergraduate Curriculum & Standards Committee (UCASC) and also that there be an advisory committee for both the BA and BS majors in CJ, comprising the Dean of Undergraduate Studies as chair and representatives of four departments: LPS, Government, Sociology, and the new CJ department (and possibly others).

President Kaplowitz reported that President Travis initially told her that he prefers the proposal of the 18 signatories [Attachment B] – the transfer of both the BA and BS majors to a new criminal justice department – over her proposal. He noted that the CUNY Board of Trustees gives the college presidents the power to split academic departments and to merge academic
departments. She noted that if the Faculty Senate does not take an official position on this issue, the president has the power to do so unilaterally and he has said that he is willing to act unilaterally, if necessary, because this is a crisis situation for the College. But when she told President Travis, as she had already told Provost Bowers, that she could not and would not support the signatories' proposal and after she then made the case for her proposal, President Travis agreed to support her proposal as did Provost Bowers.

Although the 18 signatories preferred their own proposal [Attachment B], they informed her on Wednesday, November 11, that they were signing onto her proposal although one signatory declined to do so until the following day.

She reported that she telephoned Maki Haberfeld and Norman Olch of the LPS Department on Sunday, November 9, and each said they were open to the possibility of signing on to her proposal but needed to think about it; the responses to her emails to the 31 LPS faculty (who were not signatories) never contained any definitive response and, indeed, what was expressed was the likelihood that the majority of the LPS faculty would reject her compromise proposal. Although the LPS faculty members have not yet taken an official position, she said she very much hopes that they will sign on to it.

President Kaplowitz continued her report by saying that on Wednesday, November 11, the Council of Chairs met and she reported about her compromise proposal and the status of it. The chairs of two of the three departments that co-govern the CJ major(s) immediately expressed their support for the compromise and signed onto it: these are the chairs of LPS and Government – James Levine and Harold Sullivan – who spoke in enthusiastic support. The chair of Sociology – David Brotherton who was in Spain – emailed the Chairs and her that evening stating that her compromise is “excellent” and that he is signing on as well. The three chairs subsequently formally drafted and signed a statement of support [Attachment C].

Because President Travis and Provost Bowers and the 18 signatories had signed onto the compromise and agreed that the compromise is the best possible course of action for all involved, and because the Chairs of the three departments that currently co-govern the CJ major(s) signed on as well, the signatories’ original proposal, which had been on the agenda of the November 14 meeting of the Undergraduate Curriculum & Standards Committee (UCASC) meeting, was amended at that meeting so that the proposal before the USASC became President Kaplowitz’s compromise proposal.

At the November 14 UCASC meeting, President Kaplowitz said, she presented a summary of the Senate meetings, of the origin and development of the compromise promise, and her reasons for recommending the compromise. She said she made it clear that because of timing the Senate has not yet had a chance to discuss the proposal but is scheduled to do so at its November 20 meeting and, if the Senate wishes, again at its all-day Friday, December 12, meeting.

UCASC discussed the compromise proposal on November 14 for two and a half hours. A
motion to postpone action on this proposal failed. A motion to approve the compromise proposal was then approved by a vote of 15 yes, 3 no, and 7 abstentions.

Another item was also on that UCASC meeting’s agenda, a proposal by Professor Ned Benton [Attachment D] that UCASC and then the College Council establish a task force to examine the entirety of the College’s criminal justice curriculum and majors and to report to UCASC no later than September 2010. UCASC was not able to consider that proposal because of the two and a half hours spent on her compromise proposal. But Professor Benton’s proposal will be on the agenda of the next meeting of the USASC, on December 12, in time to be added to the agenda of the December 15 meeting of the College Council when the Council will be voting on the compromise proposal to assign the BA to the new department and the BS to the LPS department, with until September 2010 to present proposed revisions to each major. Professor Benton characterized one role of his proposed task force as helping the LPS Department and the new CJ Department to revise their majors in the context of the strengths, weaknesses and duplication found in the other majors, as analyzed by the task force.

President Kaplowitz said she would like to particularly thank Senator Gail Garfield, a member of the Sociology Department, who wrote to her after she first floated her idea: Senator Garfield made three recommendations, all of which she incorporated into the proposal: that the Senate’s questions relevant to both the 18 signatories and to the LPS non-signatories be answered by both; that she add to the compromise proposal a specific deadline by which the LPS and CJ departments will be required to submit to UCASC revisions to the major assigned to each; and that the proposal require an advisory committee for the two CJ majors.

President Kaplowitz said that some of the many reasons she thinks the compromise proposal is the best possible course of action at this time are the following:

<> The enrollment numbers show that both LPS and the new CJ Department will have more than enough students to teach; this is in answer to the fear articulated strongly and frequently by LPS faculty, and one which she said she believes resonated with all or most of the members of the Senate. Under her compromise proposal the following are the number of students who would be enrolled in the degree programs of each department:

*Student Enrollment in Degree Programs Under the Sole Control of the LPS Department if the compromise proposal is approved:*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree Program</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.S. in Criminal Justice</td>
<td>854 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S. in Police Studies</td>
<td>320 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S. in Corrections</td>
<td>31 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.S. in Criminal Justice</td>
<td>1,945 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.S. in Police Studies</td>
<td>844 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.S. in Corrections Adm.</td>
<td>31 students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total number of students: 4,025 students*
Student Enrollment in Degree Programs under the Sole Control of the proposed Department of Criminal Justice if the compromise proposal is approved:

- B.A. in Criminal Justice: 2,503 students
- Total number of students: 2,503

President Kaplowitz reported that at the November 14 UCASC meeting, she pointed out that the Department of Sociology has 31 full-time faculty and 609 students enrolled in its major, Criminology, and yet the department still requires a tremendous number of adjunct faculty to help them cover their courses. Professor David Brotherton, Chair of Sociology, was present—which is why, she said, she had selected that major and department to make her point—and he emphatically confirmed the accuracy of these data (and he then called the compromise proposal a “win/win” and urged approval of the proposal).

<> When there is joint governance of a major, no one is accountable and, also, sometimes the members of the two or three departments are unable to work with each other; but this proposal calls for the departments of LPS and CJ to each have sole authority and governance of its major and each department will be totally and solely accountable.

<> This proposal will enable and require the two departments to carve out specific and distinct roles for themselves and for the two majors. In September 2010, if the members of the new CJ Department or if the members of the LPS Department have not done what is expected and required of them, then through the governance structure of UCASC and the College Council either one major or the other can be closed or transferred to the other department or if both departments fail then a different course of action can taken. By means of this compromise proposal the Senate and the College will be making no judgments at this time about the abilities of either department but rather will be giving the members of both departments a chance to prove themselves. She said she knows that many on the Senate and many outside the Senate have strong reservations about the ability and will of one or the other or of both groups of faculty to meet the challenge but it is more fair and collegial to give each an opportunity to fulfill their responsibilities than to do otherwise.

<> The proposed assignment of the BA major to the new department is based on the fact that the 18 signatories are from 6 departments and that these six include humanities and liberal arts departments. By definition, the Bachelor of Arts degree is a liberal arts degree. The proposed assignment of the BS major to LPS is based on the fact that many of the faculty members of LPS have been criminal justice practitioners and many teach such courses. The following is the description of the two CJ majors in the Undergraduate Bulletin and it is noteworthy and relevant that the BA in CJ includes a humanities section which is not included in the BS major. It is also noteworthy that both majors are presented as being preparatory for graduate and professional study for our students:
The Criminal Justice (BA) major provides opportunities for the study of many facets of the criminal justice system. This major will interest students who plan to attend graduate or professional school or to pursue careers in criminal justice or other public service agencies.

The Criminal Justice (BS) major provides a broad understanding of major components of the criminal justice system. It will interest students who plan careers in various law enforcement, judicial, or correctional agencies at the local, state, or federal level. It also provides an academic foundation for students who plan to attend graduate or professional schools. The Bachelor of Science degree differs from the Bachelor of Arts degree because of its emphasis on the institutions of criminal justice, particularly the police, courts and corrections.

The Senate is not scheduled to take a vote today, she noted, but added that the Senate could do so if the Senate so wishes.

In response to President Kaplowitz’s statement that she hopes that the Senate will feel ready to vote today on her compromise proposal, Senator Amy Green asked whether it is necessary for the Senate to vote at all. President Kaplowitz acknowledged that only a College Council vote is necessary, but she said that having the Senate’s vote on the record is a way to make it easier to carry on college business while we await the final resolution of this difficult matter. It also would make it clear to other members of the College Council, in advance of the vote, that the faculty members of the Council are supporting the proposal.

Professor Maki Haberfeld read a statement saying that she and the other LPS faculty represented by her are opposed to the compromise proposal, although they are open to having a discussion about the creation of a new department.

Professor Kaplowitz distributed the text of the proposal from Professor Ned Benton [Attachment B] for the creation of a task force to study the issues of criminal justice education at the College. Senator Janice Dunham said it seems backwards to create a new criminal justice department and to divide and assign the majors before creating a task force on criminal justice education at the College and having a report and recommendations from the task force.

Professor Delores Jones Brown said that the proposed compromise would be confusing to students and would be contrary to democracy and collegiality. She said the majority of members of the LPS department have voted against a split of the department and have also voted against a split of the criminal justice majors and she thinks that that vote should be honored.

Senator Gail Garfield said it is important to recognize the large amount of pain and anger felt by those engaged in this discussion. She said she supports President Kaplowitz’s proposed compromise, not because it is perfect, but because it is a compromise which may help us get past the pain and anger we are faced with.
Professor James Levine, the acting chair of LPS, said that he supports President Kaplowitz's compromise because he has concluded that there is an irreparable breach within the LPS department and also because we have already spent far too much time on this issue.

Senator P. J. Gibson said she is still not clear about how these various proposals will affect the lives of the faculty concerned, whether the 31 full-time faculty members of LPS will have nothing to teach and therefore may be facing a loss of their jobs. She said she is concerned about proceeding under such conditions.

Senator Michael Alperstein said as an adjunct member of the LPS Department he would like to know what will happen to the more than 100 adjuncts now teaching in LPS. Professor Levine spoke to this question saying that more than 100 adjuncts are scheduled to teach LPS courses this coming spring. And, therefore, there will be courses for all the adjuncts.

President Kaplowitz distributed three documents containing the relevant data that show that the LPS faculty will have not only enough students for all 31 full-time faculty members but also for their 100 adjuncts [Attachment E, F, G].

Professor Adina Schwartz spoke against the compromise proposal.

Professor Todd Clear spoke in favor of President Kaplowitz's compromise to split the B.S. and B.A. degrees, calling it a good solution. He also urged the Senate to not delay a decision on this matter, which he said has actually dragged on for three years.

Senator Tanya Rodriguez said we need to do what is best for our students and that it seems to her that we need to create the new criminal justice department before we can benefit the students.

Senator Helmer asked President Kaplowitz to explain the difference between a B.A. and a B.S. in this field. She said she had understood President Kaplowitz's statement about the difference but said she is still not clear. President Kaplowitz said it will be up to each department to revise its major to not only improve it but to make the majors significantly different and the distinction clear.

Senator Amy Green noted that many of the questions that are being asked now were already answered in the statements included in the agenda packets [Attachment A1, A2, A3] and so we do not need to spend scarce time on these questions.

VP Francis Sheehan said he supports the compromise but is concerned about Professor Benton's proposal to create a task force and some of its implications because the task force as proposed could recommend merging the majors after they had been assigned to the departments or make other recommendations that could undo or cause harm. He said that he
cannot vote for the compromise proposal until the issue of the proposed task force proposal is resolved.

Senator Teresa Booker agreed and expressed concern about the task force proposal interfering with other concerns and asked whether the task force matter could be postponed. Senator Erin Ackerman agreed with Senator Booker and with VP Sheehan.

President Kaplowitz said that clearly the Senate is not ready to vote today and that she would follow up on the issue of the task force proposal and hopes to be able to resolve it before our next meeting.

5. Invited Guest: Provost Jane Bowers

Provost Bowers explained that very little has been done to improve the criminal justice majors since the most recent external reviews in 2007. This is a result, she believes, of the awkward nature of the shared governance structure which had been set up for the criminal justice majors two decades ago.

The Provost read from other records of this controversy and said it is clear that the message of the external evaluators was that the College has to get its act together; their report makes clear the high level of dissatisfaction felt by the external reviewers.

Provost Bowers spoke against the perception she has been hearing that splitting the department of LPS in two and dividing the criminal justice majors so that each department receive one major is an administration proposal. She stated that it is a faculty proposal which the administration originally opposed but now supports. She explained how departmental reorganizations have worked in other cases and pointed out that all those plans were also faculty plans as this one is.

A few Senators said that they have heard allegations that some untenured faculty members were pressured to sign the petition proposal for a new criminal justice department (with both criminal justice majors assigned to the new department). Professor Sung-En Hung said is one of the 18 signatories and is untenured and that he signed the petition of his own volition and that there was absolutely no pressure applied to him at all.

Senator Beverly Frazier spoke about the hypothetical possibility that the proposed task force, which she favors, might propose not splitting the department. VP Sheehan explained he cannot support the proposal while the task force proposal is alive. Senator Valerie West spoke in favor of the compromise proposal. The Provost noted that Professor Benton's task force proposal has not officially been moved as yet.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 PM.
ATTACHMENT A-1

FROM PROFESSOR MAKI HABERFELD AND THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW, POLICE STUDIES & CJA

Questions asked by the Faculty Senate about the Proposal regarding the creation of a Department of Criminal Justice and the transfer of the CJ major to that department

I. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROCESS:

1. My concern is that this is a proposed solution to a departmental conflict. Is this accurate and, if not, in what ways is it more than this?

Most of the signatories from the LPS department have a history of attending few if any department meetings or have offices outside of the department with years of infrequent colleague contact.

It is not an exaggeration to say that some members of the department would not recognize these people if they walked past them in the halls.

As far as the non-signatories can tell, diverse motives have led people to become signatories of the proposal. Some of the signatories appear to feel that they need a new department in order to attain the recognition and/or power of which they feel unjustly deprived and/or to feel debased by their association with some or all of their colleagues in LPS. Others appear to fear that, because of the attitude of the administration, their careers will suffer if they remain in LPS.

2A. The arguments which arose at the Faculty Senate meeting on October 22 felt very similar to the objections from both sides last year: why was there no intradepartmental arbitration so that the entire department could present a proposal to the College?

Those who signed the petition for a new department seem unwilling to communicate with those not privy the discussion of the new department. It seems as if they believed they had the blessing of the administration to proceed with their wishes without consultation.

We are open to arbitration. However, any arbitration must take into account that most of these issues of conflict are personal and that there has been ongoing outside pressure to break up the LPS/CJA department prior to this present dispute. This pressure has led away from arbitration and toward the creation of a new department. We believe the creation of a new department or transfer of a major are ill-fitting responses to purely personal conflicts.
2B. Is it possible to involve mediators in efforts to resolve prior conflicts and to assist all parties in moving forward to create an amicable solution?

It would be difficult to involve mediators because many of those who are not signatories are unsure of what the signatories are unhappy about and what they hope to achieve. Without some knowledge of either the reasons for their unhappiness or their goals, it would be difficult to know where to begin a mediation process. To the best of our knowledge, when their proposal last year did not meet with approval, they did not attempt to meet with anyone to resolve their concerns.

Still we do want to emphasize that we are open to mediation and arbitration and it would be a good idea for the administration to bring an outside person to this process, and by an “outside” person we mean somebody from outside the college.

3A. Is the opposition to the proposal more on the basis of process or is it more on the basis of the content of the proposal?

Content; there is no indication the signatories are familiar with the courses in the major or have any intention of teaching any of them. The proposal appears to be little more than attempt to form a private club.

However, there is also a different view, held by the minority of the LPS members, that needs to be included in the responses and it stresses both content and process. This view holds that it must be emphasized that the conflict is not over the proposed concentration of the degree programs under one roof. This, in fact, has been the expressed goal of the department until November of 2007. The current conflict is over whether or not an additional department should be formed, and whether or not it should be formed on the basis of personal allegiance rather than substantive concerns. The process has been a separate cause for concern because of its mostly clandestine nature. The department and the John Jay community have been purposefully excluded from any effective participation.

3B. Are the faculty members from Law and Police Science who spoke in opposition to the proposal for departmental restructuring opposed more to the process of how the proposal was devised or opposed to its philosophical underpinnings?

4A. What was the process that resulted in the situation whereby 12 members of LPS are among the 18 signatories but the majority (30) of the members of LPS are not?

To the best knowledge of those who were not signatories, certain faculty members were asked to sign; those who were not asked never saw the proposal until it was published. Some people were asked, which has been established by one of the signatories sending an email explaining that he was asked and after consideration agreed; a second member of the department who did not become a signatory indicated in comments within the group that she had been asked but declined. Those who were not asked to sign asked for details of the proposal just days before it was “presented.” This request was denied by Dean Levine on orders, according to him, from the Provost and the President.
4B. How were people selected to be signatories?
See above; the signatories would have to answer this question.

5A. What criteria will be used to exclude or accept faculty members who are not signatories who wish to become members of the new department?
See above; the signatories would have to answer this question.

5B. How could faculty from other departments join the Department of Criminal Justice once it is established?
See above; the signatories would have to answer this question.

5C. Can everybody in the current LPS Department be members of the newly proposed department if they desire to be?
See above; the signatories would have to answer this question.

6A. Was it known to the LPS Dept faculty that a proposal was coming forward?
Yes, it was announced by Dean Levine at a department meeting a couple of weeks or so prior to the proposal being made public.

6B. It was asserted that the proposal had not been previously circulated to LPS faculty who might have been interested in joining the new department. Is this true? If so, why not?
Each person must speak for his/herself. Possibly some saw it and chose not to sign. Many didn’t see it and were never approached. At least one member of the department indicated she was asked but declined; and one person indicated he was asked and did sign. No others have indicated whether they were asked and declined or how those asked were selected. This can only be answered by the signatories.
II. **QUESTIONS ABOUT THE EXISTING MAJORS IN CJ, POLICE SCIENCE, AND CORRECTIONS:**

7. The LPS Department is actually named “Law, Police Science & Criminal Justice Administration.” But we’ve heard nothing about the Criminal Justice administration (CJA) major. Why not?

8. Everyone refers to “the CJ major” but the College Bulletin lists two criminal justice majors: a Bachelor of Arts CJ major and a Bachelor of Science CJ. What is the difference between the two? Is the proposal from the signatories to transfer responsibility for both CJ majors to a new department?

The best way to discern this would be to read the descriptions in the college bulletin. There is a long history as to why two majors were agreed it; according to those active at the time, it had mostly to do with non-LPS departments being concerned their courses would not fill if not included in a major so they were included in the BA rather than the BS. The distinction was also made at a time when some degrees required more credits to graduate than others; the BA required 128 and the BS 120. It is now CUNY policy that all require 120 credits, which minimizes any differences that may have existed in the past.

9A. At the October 22 Faculty Senate meeting, President Travis called the CJ major as it now exists “a very weak major” and at the College Undergraduate Curriculum and Standards Committee a few days later the CJ coordinator, who is a member of the Government Dept and who is also a signatory of the proposal, called the major “a scandal.” Please respond to these descriptions of the CJ major.

He would have to answer this because only he would know on what he bases this assessment.

9B. The proposal from the signatories states that at John Jay “the majors [in Criminal Justice] do not ensure that students are adequately prepared in each of the content areas recommended by the ACJS.” Please respond to this statement. Also, please explain what the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) is.

It is one of many academic-affiliation groups; membership is self-selected, there are no membership criteria except joining and paying dues. In fact, it is less prestigious than the American Society of Criminology and many of the participants at the annual meeting represent community colleges. Those who believe the ACJS recommendations should be followed should be questioned as to who developed the standard, why it is valid, how many colleges follow the recommendations, and whether following or not following in any way reflects on the quality of the program to those who are not members of the group. There is also a question as to whether these recommendations mean anything to students; if they are not eliminated from job or MA program considerations, of what relevance are the recommendations other than to ACJS members?
9C. The proposal from the signatories states that our CJ major does “not conform to national curriculum standards.” Please respond to this statement.

Those who made the statement must respond to this and must also explain what they mean by national curriculum standards. Who sets these; how valid are the; how might our graduates be hampered by this, etc. See above.

Also, it should be noted, however, that the design of the degree programs in the field of Criminal Justice is closely linked to the very identity of John Jay College and does not solely concern the department of Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration. It also needs to be emphasized that the proposed new department would mean that the “content areas” described by ACJS would be spread across two departments, which would make it even more difficult for the college as a whole to find its identity with a unique set of degree programs.

10. Given the highly critical report by the outside evaluator of the CJ major in 2001 and the fact that the LPS Dept (which has had the most responsibility for the CJ major according to statements made by some LPS non-signatories) has not significantly revised or updated the major in the seven years since the external evaluation, what is the justification by the LPS non-signatories that they should continue to be responsible for the largest major in the college?

This response is from Maki Haberfeld:

I have never seen a copy of the 2001 outside evaluator’s report since I became Chair only in September of 2003. Upon assuming my position as Chair I immediately tasked a number of the faculty with the responsibility to revise the majors – a very extensive correspondence via e-mails is available for anybody to peruse. Due to various obstacles, intra-departmental that included the need to replace one coordinator against his will because he refused to revise the major and others from the administration like the transitions between the Provosts, the revisions were never finalized but the following e-mail dated August 12, 2007 attests quite clearly to what was happening and proves that the LPS department, at least under my chairmanship, was ALWAYS involved in the rethinking and revisions of the majors, I am attaching only the most recent e-mails but have in my possession many others, dated long before August 2007:
Dear Jane,

I am writing this e-mail to confirm that I understood correctly what was conveyed to me during my Chair's annual evaluation, and forward this information to my majors' Coordinators, who already started working on filling the proper forms.

Two of our existing majors do not need to be evaluated and these are Criminal Justice – which will be evaluated by an external evaluator and therefore does not need to go through the self-evaluation at this point, and Legal Studies – which will be eliminated and a new major – Law and Society- will be created and housed in the Gov. Department.

Three other majors – Policing, Security and Corrections need the self-evaluation, one that was already conducted to be reflected on the forms can be downloaded from the Office of the Undergraduate Studies. I instructed my 3 Coordinators to do so, despite the fact that we are still supposed to enjoy the summer break but I understand that this is a major priority and they are already working on this. The only piece of information that they are missing are the updated stats. from Gail Hauss Office and she will provide them with this info after the Labor Day.

My Coordinators will work with Kathy Killoran and Dean Morin to be sure that they follow the proper guidelines.

I hope that this summarizes what is expected from LPS in the near future, as far as our majors are concerned.

Maki

Dr. Maria (Maki) Haberfeld

Chair

Dept. of Law, Police Science and CJA
John Jay College

899 Tenth Avenue
New York, NY 10019

Tel. 212-237-8381
Fax: 212-237-8383
e-mail: mhaberfeld@jjay.cuny.edu
e-mail: makihs@sprynet.com
II. The LPS Department has always had solo responsibility for both the Police Science major and for the Corrections major. What is the status of these two majors in terms of revisions of each major, enrollment, number of baccalaureate graduates during the past two years, and findings of external evaluators?

From Maki Haberfeld:

These majors were revised or to be more precise many worked on the revisions for quite a few years and were stopped from implementing the revisions – the hold came from the administration and not from the department.

The Provost acknowledged the revision of the Corrections major and the Police Studies major was under revision when we were instructed by the Provost to put it on hold. However, both majors improved a lot during the past years, by creating new courses and revising old ones to meet the field demand and to compete with other schools course offering in those areas. This was based on the initiative of the LPS and CJA department and we were always in contact with the office of the Dean of the Undergraduate Studies. Please see above the cut and paste of Prof. Haberfeld's e-mail to Provost Bowers dated August 12, 2007.

In addition please see the cut and paste response to my response letter to the Provost about the revision of the majors – from September of 2007:

From: Jane Bowers [mailto:jbowers@jjay.cuny.edu]
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2007 3:23 PM
To: 'Maki Haberfeld'
Cc: 'Jeremy Travis'; "Prof. José Luis Morín"
Subject: Letter of September 7

Dear Maki,

Forgive me for responding to your very thoughtful letter, dated September 7, 2007, with an email and one that is rather tardy, at that. I was encouraged to note that you took up my suggestion of sharing my original letter to you with your faculty and that you shared your reply with them as well. I am pleased to see you and your faculty addressing the issues my letter raised. Indeed, as you know we have already had a very productive meeting about revising the Police Studies major, and I look forward to more such meetings. As your letter notes, Professor Gideon already had begun thinking about the Corrections major when I was still Dean. I enjoyed my conversation with him then, but I felt that the department's approach to curriculum revision--to create additional courses—should have followed a deeper consideration of the major, its goals, structure, and so forth. I am sure that this is the work that will occupy us this year, and I look forward to what will result from it. I note that you have built considerable strength in your corrections faculty over the past few years, and I am sure that they will collectively help us rethink this major.

All the best,

Jane

Jane P. Bowers, Ph.D.
Interim Provost
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
899 Tenth Avenue, Suite 620
New York, NY 10019
Phone: 212-237-8801
Fax: 212-237-8623
jbowers@jjay.cuny.edu
In addition please see e-mail from Jim Cauthen who was the CJ coordinator in 2006/7 and his memo to Kathy Killoran:

From: Jim Cauthen <jcauthen@jjay.cuny.edu>
Date: Fri, Sep 7, 2007 at 9:28 AM
Subject: Criminal Justice Major (B.A.) clean-up
To: Harold Sullivan <hsullivan@jjay.cuny.edu>, Maki Haberfeld <mhaberfe@jjay.cuny.edu>, David Brotherton <dbroth8948@aol.com>
Cc: Staci Strobl <stacistmbl@gmail.com>

Maki, Harold and David:

As you may recall, last semester we exchanged a number of e-mails (and I worked with others in your Departments) about a clean-up of the CJ majors. Jane wanted us to disclose "hidden" prerequisites and remove courses rarely offered or non-existent. There also was discussion of adding some courses to Part Five to give students more options. Through the e-mail exchanges, I think we agreed, in principle, on the proposed changes. I then met with Kathy Killoran at the end of last semester to go over them, and she suggested that these be set out in a memo to her at the beginning of this semester to go through the Curriculum Committee process.

Although Staci Strobl is the new CJ major coordinator, I told her I would be willing to complete this task and not dump it on her at the beginning of her term.
I have drafted a memo to Kathy (attached) that sets out the clean-up in detail. There were a few other courses originally suggested for deletion, but they are not included in the proposal because they are now being offered.

Although I think you all approved these changes generally last spring, before this begins the Curriculum Committee process, I have to relay to Kathy that the proposed changes have been formally approved by the CJ Major Committee. Do you approve of the attached?

Thanks.

Jim

P.S. There will be another memo coming your way a dealing with a similar clean-up of the CJ B.S. major.

James N.G. Cauthen
Associate Professor
Department of Government
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
445 West 59th Street
New York, NY 10019
212.227.8193
MEMORANDUM

TO: KATHY KILLORAN
FROM: JIM CAUTHEN, GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT
RE: PROPOSED REVISIONS TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE (B.A.) MAJOR
DATE: 9/5/07

Following up our meeting of last semester, I have attached a detailed outline of the proposed changes to the Criminal Justice major (B.A.) to be put before the Curriculum Committee. The purposes of these changes are to 1) disclose prerequisites to courses in the major when the prerequisites are not courses required earlier in the major or required as part of General Education; 2) remove courses from the major that are non-existent or have not been offered for many years; and 3) include additional courses in Part Five, giving students more options to meet a requirement of the major they often have difficult meeting because of the limited courses currently offered.

1. Disclosing prerequisites in the major description: The proposed addition to the major informs students of what some refer to as “hidden prerequisites.” These are prerequisites for courses offered in the major made up of courses that a student would not take as part of General Education or major requirements. Oftentimes a student will plan their course of study in the major then realize, often late in their college career, that a course they planned to take to fulfill a major requirement includes a prerequisite they have not taken. These prerequisites are set out in the course descriptions, but also including them in the description of the major will better inform students.

2. Removing courses that do not exist or have not been offered recently: The proposed deletions of courses from the major include one course that does not exist (Psychology 235) and two courses (COR 402 and GOV 470) that have not been offered in years. COR 402 has not been offered since 1998, and GOV 470 has not been offered since 2000.

3. Adding courses to Part Five (Humanistic Perspectives on Criminal Justice): Students often have difficulty meeting this requirement in the major because many of the courses are not offered every semester and those that are offered may not fit into their schedule. When I was CJ Major Coordinator, I gave out more substitutions in this section than any other. The proposed additions to the major will help alleviate this problem.
Proposed Revisions to Criminal Justice (B.A.) Major  
(9/5/2007)

I. The “Prerequisites” paragraph in the introduction to the major should be amended to read as follows (additions in underlined italics):

**Prerequisites.** Government 101 and Sociology 101. Students are strongly urged to complete Sociology 101 and Government 101 during their first year at the College. (These partially fulfill the College's general education requirements in the social sciences.) Criminal Justice 101 is the required first course within the major and, like Government 101 and Sociology 101, is a prerequisite for many subsequent courses in the major.

**Other courses also have prerequisites beyond courses previously taken in the major:**

- *In Concentration A, Psychology 101 is a prerequisite for Psychology 370/Law 370.*
- *In Concentration B, African American Studies Sociology 110 or 121 is a prerequisite for African American Studies Sociology 215.*
- *In Concentration C, Public Administration 240 is a prerequisite for Public Administration 360.*
- *In Concentration D, Corrections 101 is a prerequisite for Corrections 320, Corrections 201 is a prerequisite for Corrections 415, and Psychology 101 is a prerequisite for Psychology 272.*
- *In Concentration E, Psychology 242 is a prerequisite for Psychology 372.*
- *In Part Five, Humanistic Perspectives on Criminal Justice, Puerto Rican/Latin American Studies Literature 107 and 108 require an understanding of spoken Spanish, and English 102 or 201 is a prerequisite for Spanish 208.*

II. Courses to be removed from the major:

A. Concentration D (Corrections):
   - Corrections 402 – Administration of Community-Based Correctional Programs

B. Concentration E (Crime and Society):
   - Psychology 235 – Social Psychology and the Criminal Justice System

C. Part Five (Humanistic Perspectives on Criminal Justice):
   - Government 470 – The Political Theory of Criminal Justice

III. Courses to be added to the major:

A. Part Five (Humanistic Perspectives on Criminal Justice)
   - Government 319 – Gender and the Law
   - Literature 315 – American Literature and the Law

---

*In the 2005-2007 Undergraduate Bulletin, COR 415 has COR 301 as a prerequisite; however, COR 301 does not exist. The assumption is that it is a typographical error, and it should be COR 201. That correction should be made to the course description to COR 415.*
12. Why not phase out the Criminal Justice BA major, allow the new department to take responsibility for the Criminal Justice BS major and limit the enrollment in the BS major in a manner similar to Forensic Psychology and Forensic Science? In essence every undergraduate major at John Jay is "criminal justice." Phasing out the CJ Bachelor of Arts would free-up many students to enroll in the currently under-utilized majors such as Police Science and Corrections (which have tremendous curricular overlap with the CJ BA major) and other majors such as Economics and even the newly created and proposed liberal arts majors.

III. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE COMPOSITION, PURPOSE, VISION, AND GOALS OF THE PROPOSED NEW DEPARTMENT:

13. What exactly is the CJ resolution? Is it to create a new Department of CJ with the signatories – and only the signatories – as the founding members? If so, that needs to be stated.

14A. What is the vision – the aim and goal – for the new department?

14B. How large would the new department be?

14C. What is the curricular vision behind the new department?

15A. How do the credentials of the signatories differ from those of the LPS non-signatories such that justifies the transfer of responsibility of the CJ major to the signatories?

From the perspective of the non-signatories there is no difference in the credentials, educational background, research and publications and international and national recognition.

15B. Why should we entrust the college’s largest major to the signatories rather than to any other group?

16. Who is doing research in the areas encompassed by a first-rate CJ major?

Rather than ask this question, a more basic question is what research is encompassed by a first-rate CJ major? Who determines in an interdisciplinary field that one area of research is more important than another?

What a first-rate CJ major needs to encompass is open to debate. Taking the six “content areas” referred to by ACJS, research interests seem to be evenly distributed across the current faculty of the existing department.

Please see the link to the ACJS standards: http://www.acjs.org/pubs/167_667_3517.cfm
17A. Is there racial inclusiveness among the signatories?

For the signatories to answer.

17B. Are the signatories qualified to teach and examine the ways in which ethnicity, race, class, gender, and sexual orientation impact criminal justice?

For the signatories to answer.

17C. It is a legitimate concern that any new department be diverse, especially when a national oversight committee has already noted weaknesses in coverage of race, ethnicity and gender issues in the curriculum. How does the proposed new department plan to remedy this important critique?

For the signatories to answer.

18. Does the new department need to be named "Criminal Justice" given that the name of the College is John Jay College of Criminal Justice and given that criminal justice is taught by many departments?

For the signatories to answer.

19. Years ago Psychology and Counseling split into two departments. The two had to articulate what function such a split would fill for the College and how each would be different from the other. Can we have a similar analysis showing how a Department of Criminal Justice would be different from other departments at John Jay?

For the signatories to answer.

20A. How would the creation of the proposed department benefit our students?

We, at the LPS-CJA see no benefit for the students by transferring the largest and most important major in this college to a department that has no track record of running/supervising/governing any major since they are not formed as of yet.

20B. How would the creation of the proposed department strengthen the College as a whole and enhance its reputation as a leader in the field of criminal justice education?

For the signatories to answer.

20C. How would this new department impact other departments such as Sociology, etc.?

For the signatories to answer.
IV. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROPOSED NEW MAJOR IN CJ:

21A. At the October 22 Faculty Senate meeting, one of the non-signatory LPS members distributed charts that he compiled of undergraduate and graduate teaching and of teaching in the undergraduate CJ major during the Fall 2008 and Spring 2009 semester. Are these charts accurate? What is the record during those same semesters of undergraduate and graduate teaching and teaching in the undergraduate CJ major of those faculty who are LPS non-signatories?

The charts were based on the information that is available on the College website – the Registrar’s Office.

The following questions – from 21B through 23B – are for the signatories to answer.

21B. Even if there are some errors, the charts distributed at the Faculty Senate meeting suggest that the majority of signatories do not teach in the undergraduate CJ major, which has by far the largest number of students of any major at John Jay. How is this going to be addressed? Are the signatories willing to teach these courses or is CJ going to be another undergraduate major in which students never really have classroom contact with the professors in their identified departments?

21C. Who will teach the undergraduates in the CJ major if it is transferred to a new department as proposed?

21D. If this proposal were approved, how much undergraduate teaching would the signatories expect to do or would commit to doing?

21E. The premise of the proposed new CJ Department appears to be that it would improve the College’s CJ major: who is expected to teach the approximately 40 courses offered in this undergraduate major each semester?

21F. By and large, the signatories to the proposal for the new department do not now teach at the undergraduate level. For many years it has been our goal and that of 80th St. that we decrease our over-reliance on adjunct faculty because the presumption is that students and student outcomes are harmed by having so few sections taught by full-time faculty. How will the proposed new department, to begin in February 2009, cover the class grid and improve student learning?

21G. It was stated that only a small minority of the signatories to the proposal presently teach courses in the Criminal Justice major. Please respond to this statement.

22. Assuming the charts distributed to the Faculty Senate on October 22 are accurate, is the teaching load of the signatories a reflection of released time given because of grants for research?

23A. What will the newly revised CJ major look like and what courses will it consist of?

23B. What would the curriculum of a revised CJ major look like?

The above questions – from 21B through 23B – are for the signatories to answer.
V. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE IMPACT ON NON-SIGNATORY LPS FACULTY:

24. What are some of the possibilities and opportunities for the faculty of the LPS Dept if the proposal is approved?

The very realistic scenario is that the remaining 30 faculty members of LPS&CJA will be left with fewer than 400 students to teach (according to data on 2008 enrollment), which means the possibility of loss of jobs for majority of LPS&CJA faculty within 1-2 years. With that in mind the opportunities become scarce, as enrollment will go down.

Even given the transfer of the BS – CJ major we would gain just additional 800 students that will still leave us struggling, given the decline in enrollment in the BS CJ major. We cannot seriously be counting on the students currently enrolled in the Associate degree, as this will be phased out very soon and their numbers, as of today, do not provide any guarantee for the future enrollment.

25A. Looking at the CJ major in the Bulletin, it is clear that most of the courses in this major are in Police Science and in Law and in Corrections. What will be the impact on the LPS non-signatories, given that in 2007 only 31 baccalaureate students majoring in Police Studies graduated and that in 2007 only 7 baccalaureate students majoring in Corrections graduated?

From Maki Haberfeld:
See our answer above, in addition please see the following:

1. Each full time faculty needs to teach 4 sections one semester and then 3 the following – I will base my calculation on the 4 semester section because this is the larger number we must consider

2. 30 full time faculty times 4 sections a semester means that we need 120 sections for our full timers – not for adjuncts, not for substitutes – just for our FULL time faculty

3. The minimum number of students per section has been changed – we used to be able to run a section with minimum 10 – I was informed by VP Saulnier's office that this is not the case any more, I was not given the new minimum number of students required to run a section but I assume that this will be close to 15.

4. 120 sections times 15 students equals 1800 students per semester – assuming that each one of them takes only one class with us

5. If they take two classes – then we need only 900 students

6. If they take 3 classes with us – only 600 BUT – in most cases they take either one or two classes with us

7. Given the above numbers and what we have left with the Police and Corrections majors – less than 400 students – there is no way for us to survive even factoring the graduate sections that some of us are offered but please note that we don’t have to be offered any graduate classes – these are not ours in terms of the scheduling
8. If we add the BS in CJ – we are gaining 800 plus students that will allow us to have enough sections if the students are taking 2 or 3 classes with us if they take only one – we are still very short since we only have less than 1200 students with the BS CJ

9. The above numbers – in all 3 majors are in steady decline – so, it is feasible to extrapolate that we will have less and less – despite our efforts to recruit and retain

10. We will not be able to hire new faculty and our overall survival will be measured each year by the exact number of students we enroll

11. The only comfortable margin that we might have is the shared governance of the BA major – or as Gloria suggested tonight in our discussion with Adina – if we are given an ownership of two tracks in the BA major – this is something I will try to explore tomorrow at the ASC meeting – if I can get hold of Travis during the JJ reception

12. On the bright side – we can always try to get release time from grants, hope to be given more graduate courses, take a Sabbatical, etc. – but, it will be very, very tide – with BS CJ in our hands – without it though – we are absolutely doomed.

It is imperative to stress that WE SHOULD NOT take into consideration the Associate Degree students as their numbers INFLATE in the MOST ARTIFICIAL manner the number of students the LPS will be left with. This major will be phased out in the very near future and we should not be misled by these numbers. We are talking about the future of the LPS/CJA for decades to come not years to come. It is a FALSE distinction to include them and one that gives an appearance of a totally skewed numeric perspective.

Therefore:

New Department with BA:

Currently 2,503 students. Assuming 15 students per course per semester they will have 167 sections with each of the 18 signatories assigned to teach 9.3 courses per semester!

If we assume each section needs at least 20 students than they have to offer 125 sections that will result in each signatory teaching 7 courses (or 6.9 to be more exact).

Here is the formula: (2,503/15 students taking one course per semester)/18 signatories = 9.3 courses

LPS&CJA with the BS:

Currently we have 1,205 students enrolled (without looking at the graduating students). Assuming 15 students per semester taking one course provides us with only 80 sections (80.3 to be exact). 80 sections divided by 30 full time faculty members leaves each LPS&CJA faculty with 2.6 courses to teach per semester.
The formula: \((\frac{1,205}{15 \text{ students taking one course per semester}})/30 \text{ current LPS&CJA faculty members} = 2.6 \text{ courses.}\)

Assuming each course has 20 students the formula will be:
\((\frac{1,205}{20 \text{ students taking one course per semester}})/30 \text{ current LPS&CJA faculty members} = 2 \text{ courses.}\)

Just not enough sections to teach – and, based on the above calculations show that we may lose between 13-17 jobs within a year-two.

We can, of course, go and ASK the new department to give us sections to teach – but, we certainly do not want to find ourselves in a role of adjuncts to the newly created department. Also, reliance on other graduate courses will put us in the same position – of asking for a section and not to be entitled to a section because it is offered out of our department. In sum, we will be teaching at the pleasure of the new department and the graduate studies.

25B. There are relatively few students majoring in Corrections and in Police Science yet there would be approximately 30 faculty members in the resulting Department of Law and Police Science. Would there be a sufficient number of students to make this department viable?

No – please see the above explanations.

25C. What will happen to the existing tenured and non-tenured faculty, if in fact, the LPS Department cannot sustain enrollment in their two remaining majors?

This is for the administration to answer.

25D. If the proposal is approved, the current LPS Department will be left with two majors only: Corrections and Police Science. (It was agreed between LPS and the Government Department more than a year ago to move the Legal Studies major to the Government Department.) What assurances, and based on what calculations, will be provided to the LPS non-signatories that there will be enough students in the near future who will major in Corrections and/or Police Science, given the declining number of students enrolled in these majors not just at John Jay but around the country and the increased number of students at John Jay majoring in CJ?

Please see our answers to questions 24 and 25 A

25E. Exactly how would the LPS Department be threatened?

Please see our answers to questions 24 and 25 A – in addition our name, which reflects the flagship status of the department will be immediately affected by the creation of the new department of Criminal Justice, which by the virtue of being housed in the College of Criminal Justice will by default assume the flagship status.

25F. If this proposal is successful, what protections will there be for untenured LPS members among the non-signatories?

This is to be answered by the administration.
26. Would there be joint appointments for faculty who wish to have such an appointment between a new CJ Department and the LPS Department? If so, how would joint appointments be handled in the Personnel process? (Joint appointments are known to be difficult on the faculty member.) 
This is for the administration to answer.

27. The number of students at John Jay will stay same as it is now or will increase. Yet the non-signatories of LPS state that if the CJ major is transferred to a different department and if it is revised by the signatories they will have nothing to teach. Are the non-signatories in LPS suggesting that they are unable or unwilling to prepare new courses and new syllabi? CJ includes disciplines they already teach in. At most there will be new courses in those same disciplines or newly configured curricula drawing on those same disciplines. In other words, are they saying that they are able or willing to teach only the courses they currently teach?

If anyone should want to make an issue of this point, then the ones forming the new department should be the ones to shape new courses and syllabi and recruit new students - not the majority (a.k.a. non-signatories), who constitute the heart and soul of the department of Law, Police Science, and Criminal Justice Administration and who teach the majority of courses in the CJ major. We, the majority, have dedicated our lives and careers to our CJ students, our department, our college, and our broader community. We always wanted to stay together as one family. So now, why are WE the ones who have to recruit new students?

At the same time, we are ready and happy to improve our CJ major, add new courses, and revise existing ones. We were doing this, but were told to stop.

Many of the non-signatories are prepared to develop new courses (and did in the past few years) but the question is whether there would be students to take the courses. Preparing new courses is labor-intensive; it is unlikely faculty, particularly junior faculty, would be willing to undertake this process without some indication that the courses would have sufficient enrollment to run.

In addition, an important point is that many if not most of the courses required in any CJ major are currently being taught by the non-signatories. To change this by making them develop entirely new courses for which a need is not clearly discernible, would mean a tremendous waste of resources.
ATTACHMENT A-2

FROM PROFESSOR EVAN MANDERY AND 17 OTHER SIGNATORIES

Questions asked by the Faculty Senate about the Proposal regarding the creation of a Department of Criminal Justice and the transfer of the CJ major to that department

I. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROCESS:
1. My concern is that this is a proposed solution to a departmental conflict. Is this accurate and, if not, in what ways is it more than this?

The signatories to the proposal represent six different departments including Anthropology, Government, History, Latin American & Latina/o Studies, and Sociology. The six faculty members representing these five departments have no stake in the LPS debate. Moreover, the central question here is curricular in nature: what should be the future of the criminal justice majors at the College?

2A. The arguments which arose at the Faculty Senate meeting on October 22 felt very similar to the objections from both sides last year: why was there no intradepartmental arbitration so that the entire department could present a proposal to the College?
2B. Is it possible to involve mediators in efforts to resolve prior conflicts and to assist all parties in moving forward to create an amicable solution?

Dean Levine undertook to do just this following his appointment as chairperson of LPS in November, 2007 (following the removal of LPS's then-chairperson). Dean Levine has detailed these ultimately unsuccessful efforts in several public fora.

3A. Is the opposition to the proposal more on the basis of process or is it more on the basis of the content of the proposal?
3B. Are the faculty members from Law and Police Science who spoke in opposition to the proposal for departmental restructuring opposed more to the process of how the proposal was devised or opposed to its philosophical underpinnings?

This question is directed to another person or group.

4A. What was the process that resulted in the situation whereby 12 members of LPS are among the 18 signatories but the majority (30) of the members of LPS are not?
4B. How were people selected to be signatories?

No one was selected to be a signatory. Last year, thirteen faculty members, including eight members of LPS, proposed creating a department of Crime, Law & Policy. This proposal did not advocate shifting either the CRJ BA or BS. Rather, it proposed the creation of a new major, distinct from the criminal justice BA and BS. Nevertheless, the majority of LPS fiercely opposed the proposal in a public email forum moderated by the Faculty Senate. Following the removal of LPS's chairperson, the signatories tabled the proposal to be revised and resubmitted this fall. At its first fall faculty meeting this year, Dean Levine reminded LPS that a revised proposal would be submitted in accordance with the schedule laid out by President Travis in his
September 8 memorandum to the college. President Travis also told the Faculty Senate at its first meeting this year that a revised proposal would be submitted. Several faculty members reached out to the signatories to last year's proposal and expressed an interest in signing on to the revised proposal. Each of these faculty members was welcomed.

5A. What criteria will be used to exclude or accept faculty members who are not signatories who wish to become members of the new department?
5B. How could faculty from other departments join the Department of Criminal Justice once it is established?
5C. Can everybody in the current LPS Department be members of the newly proposed department if they desire to be?
6A. Was it known to the LPS Dept faculty that a proposal was coming forward?
6B. It was asserted that the proposal had not been previously circulated to LPS faculty who might have been interested in joining the new department. Is this true? If so, why not?

As noted above, at its first faculty meeting this year, Dean Levine reminded LPS that a revised proposal would be submitted in accordance with President Travis's memorandum. President Travis also told the Faculty Senate at its first meeting this year that a revised proposal would be submitted. With respect to joining the new department, President Travis and Provost Bowers have explained the mechanism by which faculty members can propose to join the new department during the period between the College Council vote and, if that vote is positive, referral of the resolution to the CUNY Board of Trustees. Following approval of the department by the Board, application would be to the P&B.

II. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE EXISTING MAJORS IN CJ, POLICE SCIENCE, AND CORRECTIONS:

7. The LPS Department is actually named "Law, Police Science & Criminal Justice Administration." But we’ve heard nothing about the Criminal Justice Administration (CJA) major. Why not?

The Department of Public Management has sole control of the CJA major, as it has historically. The CJA major has never been part of LPS.

8. Everyone refers to "the CJ major" but the College Bulletin lists two criminal justice majors: a Bachelor of Arts CJ major and a Bachelor of Science CJ. What is the difference between the two? Is the proposal from the signatories to transfer responsibility for both CJ majors to a new department?

At its November 14 meeting, the Curriculum Committee approved locating the CJ BA in the new department of criminal justice and the BS in LPS. The Curriculum Committee resolution sets a deadline of June 2010 for each department to submit a revision of the major it will administer. It is widely agreed that the existing BA and BS are not materially distinct. Part of the mandate of the Curriculum Committee is to grow these majors in distinct ways that serve the diverse needs of the student body.

9A. At the October 22 Faculty Senate meeting, President Travis called the CJ major as it now exists "a very weak major" and at the College Undergraduate Curriculum and Standards Committee a few days later the CJ coordinator, who is a member of the Government Dept and
who is also a signatory of the proposal, called the major "a scandal." Please respond to these descriptions of the CJ major.

9B. The proposal from the signatories states that at John Jay "the majors [in Criminal Justice] do not ensure that students are adequately prepared in each of the content areas recommended by the ACJS." Please respond to this statement. Also, please explain what the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) is.

9C. The proposal from the signatories states that our CJ major does "not conform to national curriculum standards." Please respond to this statement.

Both the existing criminal justice B.A. and B.S. fall short of the standards articulated by the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences. Established in 1963 to foster professional and scholarly activities in the field of criminal justice, ACJS is the largest such organization of its kind. As part of its mission, ACJS maintains an evidence-based certificate review program for criminal justice programs. John Jay's criminal justice degree programs do not meet these standards (the relevant portions of which are attached as Appendix C). This deficiency was noted in the most recent external review report on the Criminal Justice major, written by Dr. Albert Roberts of Rutgers University in July 2001, subsequent to the May 2001 site visit of the external reviewers. Dr. Roberts recommended that the curriculum be revised "in accordance with the program standards of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences."

Specifically, the existing majors are deficient in at least six major ways: (1) they fail to satisfy required content areas, (2) they do not provide for systematic examination of issues of diversity in criminal justice, (3) they do not require students to apply ethical perspectives to criminal justice problems, (4) they do not offer criminal justice electives, (5) they do not, as part of the major, make internship opportunities available to students, (6) and they do not offer adequate course offerings within the major.

Required Content Areas. The current B.A. (which the Curriculum Committee has charged the new department to revise) requires six core offerings: CRJ 101 (Introduction to Criminal Justice), Law 203 (Constitutional Law), Sociology 203 (Criminology), Corrections 201 (The Law and Institutional Treatment), Law 206 (The American Judiciary), and Police Science 201 (Police Organization and Administration). It also requires that one skills course be taken, either Social Science Research 325 (Research Methods in Behavioral Sciences) or Statistics 250 (Principles and Methods of Statistics). (A description of the B.A. is attached as Appendix B). Inexplicably, the required Police Science and Corrections courses are not the introductory courses in these fields.

It is thus possible to complete the B.A. without taking a course in criminal law and criminal procedure, without taking a course in quantitative methods, without taking a course in qualitative methods, and without taking any course that considers issues of race, ethnicity and justice in the criminal-justice context. Each of these is a required core content area under the ACJS guidelines. Dr. Roberts recommended that criminal justice majors go beyond the ACJS requirements and take "two courses on criminal justice statistics or sociological statistics" and a computer applications course.

Race, Ethnicity and Gender. As noted, study of race, ethnicity and gender is not part of the core requirement for the criminal justice B.A. As constructed, only five courses with a race or gender focus may be used to count toward the major: (1) Government 313 (The Law and Politics of Race Relations) for students concentrating in "Law and Due Process," (2) Police Science 235 (Women and Policing) for students concentrating in "The Police and the Community," (3) Corrections 320 (Race, Class, and Gender in a Correctional Context) for students concentrating in "Corrections," (4) Latin American Studies Law 325 (The Latina/Latino Experience of Criminal Justice, and (5) Sociology 420 (Women and Crime). None of these courses is offered within the criminal justice major. It is thus possible to complete the B.A.
without taking any course that studies race, ethnicity and gender in the context of criminal justice.

*Ethical Perspectives.* The core requirements for the B.A. do not require any course on the philosophical underpinnings of criminal justice. As with race and gender, it is possible to complete the B.A. without taking any course that focuses on ethics in the criminal justice context.

*Criminal Justice Electives.* There are no criminal justice electives.

*Internship Opportunities.* The major does not offer any internship opportunities. No internship experience can be used to satisfy a requirement for the major.

*Course Offerings within the Major.* ACJS standards explicitly and implicitly express the goal that course offerings be concentrated within the major. Guideline B.10 states:

No more than 50% of required criminal justice courses at the baccalaureate level can come from an associate degree program. A baccalaureate major in criminal justice should require one-third of its semester hours in criminal justice and related cognates.

In Fall 2009, John Jay offered six courses in criminal justice. Of these, three courses are duplicates of courses offered by other departments. The non-duplicative offerings were: CRJ 101, CRJ 255 (Computer Applications in Criminal Justice), and CRJ 425 (Seminar on Major Works in Criminal Justice). The remaining offerings were: CRJ 321 (Police Ethics), which is Philosophy 321; CRJ 322 (Judicial and Correctional Ethics), which is Philosophy 322, and CRJ 420 (Women and Crime), which is Sociology 420. CRJ 255 satisfies the B.S. skills requirement, but does not count towards the B.A. It is thus likely that almost all students at John Jay completing the B.A. will graduate having taken exactly two courses in criminal justice.

10. Given the highly critical report by the outside evaluator of the CJ major in 2001 and the fact that the LPS Dept (which has had the most responsibility for the CJ major according to statements made by some LPS non-signatories) has not significantly revised or updated the major in the seven years since the external evaluation, what is the justification by the LPS non-signatories that they should continue to be responsible for the largest major in the college?

This question is directed to another person or group.

11. The LPS Department has always had solo responsibility for both the Police Science major and for the Corrections major. What is the status of these two majors in terms of revisions of each major, enrollment, number of baccalaureate graduates during the past two years, and findings of external evaluators?

Data responsive to this question is best provided by the Provost's office.

12. Why not phase out the Criminal Justice BA major, allow the new department to take responsibility for the Criminal Justice BS major and limit the enrollment in the BS major in a manner similar to Forensic Psychology and Forensic Science? In essence every undergraduate major at John Jay is “criminal justice.” Phasing out the CJ Bachelor of Arts would free-up many students to enroll in the currently under-utilized majors such as Police Science and Corrections (which have tremendous curricular overlap with the CJ BA major) and other majors such as Economics and even the newly created and proposed liberal arts majors.

The overall review of criminal justice offerings, endorsed by Provost Bowers to the Curriculum Committee at its November 14 meeting, proposes to address precisely this sort of question.
III. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE COMPOSITION, PURPOSE, VISION, AND GOALS OF THE PROPOSED NEW DEPARTMENT:

13. What exactly is the CJ resolution? Is it to create a new Department of CJ with the signatories – and only the signatories – as the founding members? If so, that needs to be stated.

The resolution is to create a new department of criminal justice. Creation of new departments is a Presidential authority, to be exercised on advice of the College Council. President Travis has said at several public fora that he will appoint all of the signatories to the proposal to the new department and that the Provost may recommend to President Travis the appointment of additional interested faculty members based on the best interests of the College.

14A. What is the vision – the aim and goal – for the new department?
14B. How large would the new department be?
14C. What is the curricular vision behind the new department?

We intend to change the B.A. to conform with ACJS standards and adopt and exceed the best practices of leading criminal justice programs in the nation.

Required Content Areas. The revised major should require that students be exposed to all of the content areas required by ACJS: administration of justice, corrections, criminological theory, law adjudication, law enforcement, and research and analytical methods. A point of emphasis in the new major will be to expose students to both quantitative and qualitative research methods with the goal that students have the analytical skills to complete original research projects.

Race, Ethnicity and Gender. Understanding the social and political dynamics of race and gender as they impact structures and outcomes within the criminal justice system is critical to any student engaged in serious study in this field. We will work with the Gender Studies Committee, the African-American Studies Department, Latino/a Studies, and the Women’s Center to develop a comprehensive and current core offering for students, and additional specialty classes on relevant topics for students who wish to make this set of issues the focus of their study.

Ethical Perspectives. We envision a core requirement exposing students to the philosophical underpinnings of criminal justice.

Internship Opportunities. We envision internships and service being a part of the experience of most, if not all, BA students. We will work with organizations engaged in criminal justice research and affairs including government agencies, private foundations, and law enforcement to generate research and experiential opportunities for students. We will develop an academic course as a platform for these opportunities and integrate this into the revised curriculum.

Course Offerings Within the Major. We intend to substantially expand the course offerings in criminal justice. Over time, we will meet the ACJS goal of one-third of coursework being done within the major. These expanded offerings will include the aforementioned courses on race, gender and crime, criminal justice ethics, and an additional array of offerings that allow students outside the major to take electives in criminal justice.

Additional Opportunities for Students. We will create a formal mechanism for academic advisement within the department. This structure will pair students with a faculty mentor. We
will create a curricular platform for students to do original research, in conjunction with a faculty mentor, and to present this research, where appropriate, as part of their capstone experience.

15A. How do the credentials of the signatories differ from those of the LPS non-signatories such that justifies the transfer of responsibility of the CJ major to the signatories?
15B. Why should we entrust the college's largest major to the signatories rather than to any other group?
16. Who is doing research in the areas encompassed by a first-rate CJ major?

Attached as Appendix A are biographical sketches of the signatories, including their qualifications to teach in and shepherd the revision of the CJ BA, and a description of their research interests.

17A. Is there racial inclusiveness among the signatories?
17B. Are the signatories qualified to teach and examine the ways in which ethnicity, race, class, gender, and sexual orientation impact criminal justice?
17C. It is a legitimate concern that any new department be diverse, especially when a national oversight committee has already noted weaknesses in coverage of race, ethnicity and gender issues in the curriculum. How does the proposed new department plan to remedy this important critique?

The biographical sketches, attached as Appendix A, include descriptions of the research and teaching of the faculty members in these areas. The plan to address the deficiencies of the curriculum is laid out in the answer to question 14. The signatories are individually and collectively committed to the importance of race, ethnicity, gender and sexual orientation to the criminal justice curriculum, and to the diversity of the new department. Four of the eighteen signatories are persons of color.

18. Does the new department need to be named “Criminal Justice” given that the name of the College is John Jay College of Criminal Justice and given that criminal justice is taught by many departments?

The title “criminal justice” is the recognizable commodity to prospective students and faculty members. Criminal justice programs are among the fastest growing the country.

19. Years ago Psychology and Counseling split into two departments. The two had to articulate what function such a split would fill for the College and how each would be different from the other. Can we have a similar analysis showing how a Department of Criminal Justice would be different from other departments at John Jay?

As provided for by the Curriculum Committee, the new criminal justice department would run the following programs and majors: Criminal Justice BS, Criminal Justice AS, Corrections BS, Corrections AS, Police Studies BS, and Police Studies AS. The new department would develop a liberal-arts criminal justice degree in accordance with the vision laid out above and the qualifications of its faculty, as set forth in the biographical sketches.

20A. How would the creation of the proposed department benefit our students?
20B. How would the creation of the proposed department strengthen the College as a whole and enhance its reputation as a leader in the field of criminal justice education?
20C. How would this new department impact other departments such as Sociology, etc.?

The CRJ BA has fallen short of national standards for at least a decade and arguably longer. Students will benefit from the creation of a major that includes an emphasis on quantitative and qualitative research methods, ethical reasoning, the study of race, ethnicity and crime, and creates new meaningful internship and research opportunities.

The new department would have minimal impact on Sociology and all other departments, including LPS. Sociology is among the departments represented on the advisory committee to the CRJ BA, established by the Curriculum Committee at its November 14 meeting. In terms of scheduling, the new department would control courses only in the CRJ area. As noted above, there are only six CRJ courses currently offered at John Jay, three of which are duplicative of courses in other departments. Thus the scheduling of only three courses would be affected by the new department. Students in the revised CRJ BA would be expected to take courses in other departments as part of the major, just as students in Sociology, Government and other majors are required to take courses in other departments. We expect that the traditional comity that has existed among chairs at John Jay will continue.

IV. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROPOSED NEW MAJOR IN CJ:

21A. At the October 22 Faculty Senate meeting, one of the non-signatory LPS members distributed charts that he compiled of undergraduate and graduate teaching and of teaching in the undergraduate CJ major during the Fall 2008 and Spring 2009 semester. Are these charts accurate? What is the record during those same semesters of undergraduate and graduate teaching and teaching in the undergraduate CJ major of those faculty who are LPS non-signatories?

21B. Even if there are some errors, the charts distributed at the Faculty Senate meeting suggest that the majority of signatories do not teach in the undergraduate CJ major, which has by far the largest number of students of any major at John Jay. How is this going to be addressed? Are the signatories willing to teach these courses or is CJ going to be another undergraduate major in which students never really have classroom contact with the professors in their identified departments?

21C. Who will teach the undergraduates in the CJ major if it is transferred to a new department as proposed?

21D. If this proposal were approved, how much undergraduate teaching would the signatories expect to do or would commit to doing?

21E. The premise of the proposed new CJ Department appears to be that it would improve the College’s CJ major: who is expected to teach the approximately 40 courses offered in this undergraduate major each semester?

21F. By and large, the signatories to the proposal for the new department do not now teach at the undergraduate level. For many years it has been our goal and that of 80th St. that we decrease our over-reliance on adjunct faculty because the presumption is that students and student outcomes are harmed by having so few sections taught by full-time faculty. How will the proposed new department, to begin in February 2009, cover the class grid and improve student learning?

21G. It was stated that only a small minority of the signatories to the proposal presently teach courses in the Criminal Justice major. Please respond to this statement.

Professor Norman Olch’s chart excluded teaching in the doctoral program, official mentoring of students at the masters and doctoral level, teaching in the undergraduate honors
program, and contained several additional material inaccuracies. Professor Olch's chart also ignores the substantial administrative roles performed by the signatories. The signatories include the director of the masters program, the executive officer of the doctoral program, the deputy executive officer of the doctoral program, the directors of the undergraduate honors program, the editor of The Journal of Quantitative Criminology, the editor of Police Quarterly, the editor of Criminal Justice Ethics, the director of the criminal justice BA and BS, the director of the BA in international criminal justice, and the deputy chairperson of LPS.

The signatories are committed to personally teaching in the undergraduate program and to substantially improving the critical metric of full-time faculty coverage, the percentage of student sections taught by full-time faculty members. Part E of this question contains a material inaccuracy, which points to a critical failing of the existing state of affairs. There are not 40 CRJ courses at the college. A total of six exist, and only three of these are taught by CRJ faculty. In Fall 2008, 67 sections of these six courses were offered. Of these sections, thirteen were taught by full-time tenure-track faculty members. Two of these thirteen sections were taught by non-LPS faculty, and three by signatories to this proposal. Most criminal justice majors at John Jay will graduate having taken two criminal justice courses, and meeting in a classroom setting either zero, one or two full-time faculty members.

22. Assuming the charts distributed to the Faculty Senate on October 22 are accurate, is the teaching load of the signatories a reflection of released time given because of grants for research?

As stated above, the Olch chart contained several material inaccuracies. Furthermore, the signatories collectively have more than $3 million in grant-funded research, which gives them reassigned time and allows them to mentor and train students at the undergraduate through doctoral levels. As reflected in their bios, the signatories have a history of teaching in the criminal justice program and have made a commitment to continuing to do so at the undergraduate level. In addition, the signatories also have substantial administrative roles, including:

- Clear, Chair, John Jay Partnership for CJ (articulation agreements with jr. colleges)
- Freilich: Deputy Executive Officer, PhD in Criminal Justice
- Heffernan: Director, M.A. in Criminal Justice
- Kennedy: Director, Center for Crime Prevention and Control
- Kleinig: Director, Institute for Criminal Justice Ethics
- Latzer: Coordinator, Criminal Justice B.A. & B.S.
- Mandery, Deputy Chairperson, LPS
- Mellow: Senior Research Associate, Criminal Justice Research and Evaluation Center
- Natarajan: Coordinator, International Criminal Justice B.A.
- Strozier, Director, Center on Terrorism
- Terry: Executive Office, PhD in criminal justice

Additionally, Clear and Lynch are Distinguished Professors.

23A. What will the newly revised CJ major look like and what courses will it consist of?
23B. What would the curriculum of a revised CJ major look like?

This is discussed at length in the answer to question 14 above.

V. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE IMPACT ON NON-SIGNATORY LPS FACULTY:
24. What are some of the possibilities and opportunities for the faculty of the LPS Dept if the proposal is approved?

This question is directed to LPS. As a group, the eighteen signatories are committed to working collegially to making sure that the BA and BS evolve in distinct and independently vibrant directions.

25A. Looking at the CJ major in the Bulletin, it is clear that most of the courses in this major are in Police Science and in Law and in Corrections. What will be the impact on the LPS non-signatories, given that in 2007 only 31 baccalaureate students majoring in Police Studies graduated and that in 2007 only 7 baccalaureate students majoring in Corrections graduated?

25B. There are relatively few students majoring in Corrections and in Police Science yet there would be approximately 30 faculty members in the resulting Department of Law and Police Science. Would there be a sufficient number of students to make this department viable?

25C. What will happen to the existing tenured and non-tenured faculty, if in fact, the LPS Department cannot sustain enrollment in their two remaining majors?

25D. If the proposal is approved, the current LPS Department will be left with two majors only: Corrections and Police Science. (It was agreed between LPS and the Government Department more than a year ago to move the Legal Studies major to the Government Department.) What assurances, and based on what calculations, will be provided to the LPS non-signatories that there will be enough students in the near future who will major in Corrections and/or Police Science, given the declining number of students enrolled in these majors not just at John Jay but around the country and the increased number of students at John Jay majoring in CJ?

25E. Exactly how would the LPS Department be threatened?

25F. If this proposal is successful, what protections will there be for untenured LPS members among the non-signatories?

The data responsive to this question is best provided by Provost Bowers. We do note, however, that question 25D contains a material inaccuracy. LPS will have control of the following programs and majors: Criminal Justice BS, Criminal Justice AS, Corrections BS, Corrections AS, Police Studies BS, and Police Studies AS. It will have far and away the largest number of students in its majors of any department of the college.

26. Would there be joint appointments for faculty who wish to have such an appointment between a new CJ Department and the LPS Department? If so, how would joint appointments be handled in the Personnel process? (Joint appointments are known to be difficult on the faculty member.)

This question is directed to another person or group. Provost Bowers previously addressed the Faculty Senate about the issue of joint appointments.

27. The number of students at John Jay will stay same as it is now or will increase. Yet the non-signatories of LPS state that if the CJ major is transferred to a different department and if it is revised by the signatories they will have nothing to teach. Are the non-signatories in LPS suggesting that they are unable or unwilling to prepare new courses and new syllabi? CJ includes disciplines they already teach in. At most there will be new courses in those same disciplines or newly configured curricula drawing on those same disciplines. In other words, are
they saying that they are saying they are able or willing to teach only the courses they currently teach?

This question is directed to another person or group. We note, however, that the question is premised on a misconception. The transfer of the CJ BA and CRJ courses would affect fewer than ten individual sections taught by LPS non-signatories.

Respectfully submitted:

Todd Clear, LPS
Marcia Esparza, Latin American & Latina/o Studies
Joshua Freilich, Sociology
William Heffernan, LPS
Stanley Ingber, LPS
David Kennedy, Anthropology
Dennis Kenney, LPS
John Kleinig, LPS
Barry Latzer, Government
James Lynch, LPS
Evan Mandery, LPS
Jeffrey Mellow, LPS
Mangai Natarajan, Sociology
Frank Pezzella, LPS
Charles Strozier, History
Hung-En Sung, LPS
Karen Terry, LPS
Valerie West, LPS

Attachments:
Biographical Sketches (App. A)
CRJ BA Requirements (App. B)
ACJS Guidelines (App. C)
APPENDIX A
FACULTY BIOS

**Todd R. Clear** is Distinguished Professor at John Jay. One of the original founders of the revived undergraduate honors program at the College, Todd has directed and taught regularly in the program since 2004. He is a certified ACJS undergraduate program reviewer, and chaired the John Jay partnership for CJ that created the AA programs for all six of the CUNY community colleges to send students to JJ as juniors. Todd received his Ph.D. in Criminal Justice from The University at Albany in 1978. He has also held professorships at Ball State University, Rutgers University, and Florida State University (where he was also Associate Dean of the School of Criminology and Criminal Justice). He has authored 11 books and over 100 articles and book chapters. His most recent book is *Imprisoning Communities*, by Oxford University Press (May 2007). Todd is currently involved in studies of religion/spirituality and crime, the criminological implications of “place,” the economics of justice reinvestment, and the concept of “community justice.” Todd has served as president of The American Society of Criminology, The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, and The Association of Doctoral Programs in Criminology and Criminal Justice. Published studies list Clear as among the most frequently cited criminologists in America. He was the founding editor of the journal *Criminology & Public Policy*, published by the American Society of Criminology.

**Marcia Esparza**, Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor in the Latin American and Latina/o Studies Department. Marcia teaches international criminal justice, which includes transitional justice and genocide, and comparative crime in the Caribbean. Most of her courses are cross-listed with gender studies courses. She is an active member of the John Jay community, and has represented her department at the Faculty Senate and College Council. She has also helped found two student clubs. From 1997 through 1999, she carried out fieldwork with war survivors for the United Nations’ Truth Commission in Guatemala. Marcia is the Director of the Historical Memory Project, a resource center documenting state violence and genocide in the Americas. Her forthcoming book, *State Violence and Genocide in Latin America: The Cold War Years* (Routledge, 2009) is an edited volume with renowned authors from Latin America and the United States. Her second book, in progress, *Who Will Disarm Them? Guatemala’s Postwar Militarization*, is an examination of the failure to demilitarize former paramilitary forces in Guatemala through DDR Programs (Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration). She has presented her research in Athens, Greece, Granada, Spain and Chile, among other places. She is a board member of the *Revista de Genocidio* (Journal of Genocide), the first journal to be published in Spanish on the topic. Marcia is currently developing an electronic resource on the prevention of genocide.

**Associate Professor Joshua D. Freilich** has been teaching at John Jay College since 2000. He has taught classes at the undergraduate, graduate and doctoral levels, from introductory classes to doctoral seminars. This includes over fifteen sections of criminology (Sociology 203). He has also taught in the Interdisciplinary Studies Department and in the honors program. As part of that program he taught the honors seminar thesis class and worked with the students on undergraduate theses that they then presented at a national conference. Joshua served on, is chairing, or is on the thesis and dissertation committees of, sixteen doctoral students, five MA students, and five undergraduate students. He also serves as an advisory board member of the Alliances for Graduate Education and the Professorate (AGEP) Program (GC, CUNY), funded
by the National Science Foundation, which is responsible for the recruitment, support and retention of minority students at the Graduate Center.

Born and raised in Brooklyn, Joshua is a Brooklyn College, CUNY graduate (1990). He earned his PhD in Criminal Justice from the University at Albany, SUNY (2001) and his J.D. from Brooklyn Law School (1993). Joshua is currently the Deputy Executive Officer of the Criminal Justice Ph.D. program. His research interests include: (1) terrorism, (2) far-right wing ideology and crime, (3) environmental criminology, and (4) criminological theory. He is a lead investigator for the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START), a Center of Excellence of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. Joshua has received grants from DHS and START totaling $900,000. He has published one book, edited five books or special journal issues and published or has in press 24 journal articles and book chapters (six of which are co-authored with students). This work has appears in top-tier outlets such as Law & Human Behavior, Criminology & Public Policy, Criminal Justice & Behavior, Justice Quarterly (three times), Prison Journal, and Behavioral Sciences & the Law. Currently five PhD students are using data from his funded research projects for their doctoral dissertations. He has employed more than 20 students (high school, undergraduate and doctoral) as research assistants, who have won five undergraduate research awards from START, one graduate fellowship from DHS, six pre-doctoral research awards from START, and additional support from ICPSR, MSU, JJC, and GC, CUNY.

Joshua is also active in the larger criminal justice community. Joshua is co-Chair of the program committee for the 2009 American Society of Criminology meetings, and he is the program committee and Chair of the hate-crimes section for the 2009 Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences meetings. Since 2006 Joshua has been a reviewer for DHS Scholarship and Fellowship Program and in 2008 he chaired the social science panel of this program. He has also been a peer-reviewer for articles in a dozen different journals including Criminal Justice Policy Review, Criminology & Public Policy, Justice Quarterly, and Social Problems.

**William Heffernan**, Professor, has been a member of the John Jay faculty since 1979. He is currently the director of the M.A. program, a core faculty member in the doctoral program, and teaching the undergraduate capstone course in law. Bill holds a B.A. from Columbia University, an M.A. and PhD in history from Harvard, and a J.D. from University of Chicago. He has edited three books and written approximately 30 law review articles.

**Stanley Ingber** has been a Professor at John Jay since 1996. He is one the most active teachers in the undergraduate program, regularly teaching courses in constitutional law, criminal law, and jurisprudence. A graduate of Brooklyn College and Yale Law School, Stan is the author of approximately 20 law review articles, with an emphasis on civil liberties issues. Stan has also edited five books. He has served in the American Bar Association section on Criminal Justice as chair of the Police Practice Subcommittee, chair of the Sentencing Policy Subcommittee, and member of the Prison and Jail Committee. He has also served in the American Bar Association section on Individual Rights as the vice-chair of the Criminal Justice Committee.

**David M. Kennedy** is the director of the Center for Crime Prevention and Control and Professor in the Department of Anthropology. From 1993 through 2004, he was a senior researcher and adjunct lecturer at the Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University. His work focuses on strategies for assisting troubled communities. He has written and consulted extensively in the areas of community and problem solving policing, police corruption, and neighborhood revitalization. He is the co-author of *Beyond 911: A New Era for Policing*, and author of *Deterrence and Crime Prevention*:
**Reconsidering the Prospect of Sanction.** David has a wide range of research under way: on gangs/gang violence, drug markets, the victimization of undocumented workers, aboriginal chronic offenders (in Adelaide, Australia), and street robbery. He is also working to launch a domestic violence project, working to launch a project on the influence of intervention in prison gangs in the community, and continues to implement the award-winning “Ceasefire” gang violence and “High Point” drug market strategies he developed, which were adopted by the DOJ, several states, and multiple independent jurisdictions.

Professor **Dennis Jay Kenney** regularly teaches courses in Research Methods, Organized Crime, Transnational Crime, Police Issues, Police and the Community, and the Management of Criminal Justice Agencies. Currently, he is developing a concept for a degree program focused on international work in the development of a Culture of Lawfulness. Dennis holds a Ph.D. in criminal justice from Rutgers University. Dennis has more than 35 years of experience in varied aspects of criminal justice – as a Florida police officer; a director of research and planning in Savannah, Georgia; a project director for the Police Foundation; a university professor at both the Western Connecticut State University and the University of Nebraska at Omaha; and as an Associate Director and Director of Research for the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF). He is the author or co-author of numerous articles and books including *Police Pursuits: What We Know* (2000), *A Conflict of Rights* (1999), *Crime in the Schools* (1998), *Organized Crime in America* (1995), and *Crime, Fear and the New York City Subways* (1986). Additionally, Dennis consults regularly to numerous police agencies, has managed sponsored research and technical assistance projects, and is past editor of the *American Journal of Police* and current editor of *Police Quarterly*. Dennis has recently completed complex projects including nationwide surveys of citizens and police in both Yemen and Albania, an evaluation of U.S. sponsored training of police in Ukraine, and a multi-year, multi-city study of abortion-related conflict and violence from the public safety perspective (Kaiser Family Foundation). For the past several years Dennis has led a team of researchers conducting evaluations of school-based efforts to combat organized crime and corruption now underway in Mexico, the Republic of Georgia, Peru, Colombia and Panama.

**John Kleinig** is Director of the Institute for Criminal Justice Ethics and Professor of Philosophy in the Department of Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration and in the PhD Programs in Philosophy and Criminal Justice. He is also Strategic Research Professor at Charles Stuart University and Professorial Fellow and Program Manager in Criminal Justice Ethics at the Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics (Canberra, Australia). Prior to coming to John Jay College, Kleinig taught for seventeen years at Macquarie University (Sydney, Australia). His early and continuing interests have been in moral and social philosophy, particularly criminal justice ethics though he has also done extensive work in philosophy of education and bioethics. Since 1987 he has been an editor of *Criminal Justice Ethics*, the only journal exclusively covering this field. He is author the author/editor of sixteen books. Of particular relevance, in 2008 he published *Ethics and Criminal Justice: An Introduction*, a book Cambridge University Press hopes will become the leading undergraduate text in criminal justice ethics (for an early review, see: http://ndpr.nd.edu/review.cfm?id=14066). John has taught CRJ 321, Police Ethics, a course he helped design on more than fifteen occasions. He regularly teaches in the masters and criminal justice doctoral programs and, occasionally, in the doctoral program in philosophy at the graduate center. He is the PI on a $243,000 NSF grant on “Privacy and Security: Global Standards for Ethical Identity Management in Liberal Democratic Societies.”
Barry Latzer, J.D., Ph.D., is Professor of Government and a member of Doctoral and Master’s Faculties in Criminal Justice. He is the current Coordinator of the Criminal Justice Major and previously served as Coordinator of the Legal Studies Major. Barry has taught in the undergraduate program since 1978. Courses include: Issues in Criminal Justice (CRJ 710), Capital Punishment (CRJ 725), Constitution and Criminal Justice (CRJ 723), Punishment & Responsibility (CRJ 729), Criminal Law (CRJ 734) and Seminar on Major Works in Criminal Justice (CRJ 425). Barry is the author of three books, including a 922-page treatise, State Constitutional Criminal Law. He also wrote and published approximately three dozen scholarly articles, and served as a Contributing Editor for the Criminal Law Bulletin (1991-2000). Latzer was the recipient of a $123,000 National Institute of Justice Research Fellowship (2004-2005) for a project entitled: “A Multistate Analysis of Time Consumption in Capital Appeals.” He served as an Assistant District Attorney in Brooklyn from 1985 to 1986.

Distinguished Professor James Lynch joined the John Jay faculty in 2006. He teaches in the masters and doctoral program in criminal justice and regularly mentors student dissertations. He is currently editor of the Journal of Quantitative Criminology, which is housed at John Jay. Prior to coming to John Jay, Jim was a member of the American University faculty for 20 years teaching courses including Introduction to Criminal Justice, Introduction to Policing, Issues in Criminal Justice, Cross-National Comparisons of Crime and Criminal Justice, Introduction to Quantitative Methods, and Introduction to Survey Research. Jim was chair of the Department of Justice, Law and Society in which capacity he was responsible for the undergraduate and masters’ level curriculum, undergraduate counseling, recruitment for the masters’ program and faculty hiring, including tenure track, temporary, and adjunct faculty.

Jim’s research interests include victimization theory, crime statistics and survey methodology, and the role of coercion in social control. Lynch received his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in Sociology and joined the Bureau of Social Science Research in 1980 where he was the manager of the National Crime Survey Redesign. Jim has published three books, 25 refereed articles, and over 40 book chapters and other publications. He was elected to the Executive Board of the American Society of Criminology in 2002 and has served on the editorial boards of Criminology and the Journal of Quantitative Criminology and as Deputy Editor of Justice Quarterly. He has also chaired the American Statistical Association’s Committee on Law and Justice Statistics.

Evan J. Mandery is an Associate Professor in LPS. Since joining John Jay he has taught criminal law, evidence, and constitutional law to undergraduates. He is one of the regular instructors, founding faculty, and directors of the undergraduate honors program. He has taught CRJ 710 and the death penalty to masters students and, on alternating years, has been a core faculty member in the doctoral program. Evan is an extremely active member of the college community. He has been a member of the Faculty Senate and College Council continuously since 2001, a member of the college Curriculum Committee, member of the executive committee of the doctoral program on three occasions, a member of three search committees including the most recent Provost search, a member of the Critical Choices Task Force, a member of Provost Bowers’ recent initiative for recognition of teaching, and for the past five years either one of or the deputy chairperson of LPS. He is a graduate of Harvard College and Harvard Law School, the author of a textbook on capital punishment, a dozen law review articles on the death penalty, one work of non-fiction, and one novel.

Jeff Mellow is an Associate Professor in the Department of Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration. Jeff has a taught sixteen different criminal justice courses in the last ten
years. The majority of his teaching has been at the undergraduate level and includes courses in race and crime, gender and crime, and corrections. His dissertation, from the State University of New York at Albany, developed and validated a questionnaire to measure ethnicity for legal, security, programming and reporting purposes with prison populations. During his tenure at Bloomfield College, Jeff was the coordinator of the criminal justice program and served as an advisory committee member at the Seth Boyden Housing Project Community Resource Center in Newark, NJ. He is presently Chair of the AA Degree Educational Partnership Committee at John Jay College.

Jeff is a Senior Research Associate at the Criminal Justice Research and Evaluation Center at John Jay, Advisory Board Member of the National Institute of Corrections’ Transition from Jail to the Community Project, and Site Director in Manhattan for the Office of National Drug Council Policy’s Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring Program. His research interests are primarily focused on offender reentry and the factors that facilitate and/or impede successful reintegration into the community. Jeff is a principal investigator on several research projects, including the Evaluation of the Community-Oriented Corrections Health Model in the Washington, DC Jail System, a two-year study funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. He is co-author of The Jail Administrator’s Toolkit for Reentry and has recently been published in the Journal of Criminal Justice, Journal of Urban Health, Journal of Correctional Health Care and Federal Probation.

Professor Mangai Natarajan Ph.D. joined John Jay in September 1994. Since she joined John Jay in 1994, she has developed nine new courses, including six courses for the undergraduate ICJ program, two Masters courses and a PhD course. Mangai is director for the International Criminal Justice Major. Mangai has a B.S. degree in Natural Science, an M.A. in Criminology (Psychology) and a Master’s diploma in Indo-Japanese Studies from the University of Madras, India. She was also trained in India as a counselor for juvenile delinquents and women in distress. She moved to US from India in 1985 and obtained a PhD from Rutgers in criminal justice) in 1991. She is an active policy-oriented researcher who has published widely, not just on drug trafficking, but also on women police and domestic violence. She has been conducting comparative research on women policing in India for more than two decades and has published on the topic widely. Mangai teaches in the undergraduate, graduate and Ph.D. programs and is the founding coordinator of the International Criminal Justice Major, one of the fastest growing and most popular majors at John Jay. She published a text for use in the major titled International Crime and Justice (McGraw-Hill, 2005), and is currently working on a revised edition of this book.

Frank Pezzella joined the John Jay College of Criminal Justice faculty in Spring of 2007 in the Department of Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration. Professor Pezzella has taught core courses in the criminal justice major to undergraduate students. During his first year, he taught five sections of CRJ 101 (Introduction to Criminal Justice). This semester he is teaching two sections of CRJ 101 and two sections of in Law 206 (The American Judiciary). In the spring, he is scheduled to teach CRJ 425 (Major Works in Criminal Justice). Professor Pezzella has served on the LPS departmental grade appeals committee for two consecutive years. Prior to coming to John Jay, Professor Pezzella was a criminal justice practitioner primarily with the New York State Judiciary, where he served as a Principal Court Analyst and Deputy Chief Clerk. His research has focused on the injuries associated with hate crime victimizations, cultural resilience, and protective factors that deter delinquency and violence. He was also an adjunct professor at Marist College School of Social Sciences where he taught Juvenile Justice and Juvenile Delinquency courses to undergraduates. He is completing his dissertation on
“Authoritarian Parenting: a race socializing protective factor that deters high risk African American youth from delinquency and violence” at the SUNY Albany School of Criminal Justice. He expects to complete his Ph.D. in the spring of 2009.

Charles Strozier is Professor of History, John Jay College and the Graduate Center, City University of New York, and, since 2001, Director of the Center on Terrorism. He is also a practicing psychoanalyst. In the 1990s, his interests led him to develop a course on “Apocalyptic Violence and the New Terrorism,” which he developed into a two-semester sequence for M.A. students on “Terrorism and Politics” and “Terrorism and Apocalyptic Violence.” He has been teaching this sequence regularly for the last seven years. He also teaches more occasionally a course on “September 11, 2001.” He is the author or editor of nine books and has written scores of articles on the psychological aspects of terrorism, history, and related topics. His book Heinz Kohut: The Making of a Psychoanalyst was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in 2001.

Associate Professor Hung-En Sung (Ph.D., SUNY-Albany) joined the John Jay faculty in 2006. Before that he served as a research associate for five years in the Division of Policy Research and Analysis at the National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University. Professor Sung has taught CRJ 425 (Major Works in Criminal Justice), COR 415 (Major Works in Corrections), and CRJ 716 (Using Computers in Social Research) since Fall 2006. He is currently serving on the Curriculum Committee of LPS as well as on the Curriculum Committee of the Doctoral Program in Criminal Justice. Professor Sung is now the principal investigator of two CUNY-funded research projects and two externally-funded projects, with topics revolving around the rehabilitation of drug-abusing and dually-diagnosed offenders and the reentry of jail inmates in New York City. He published 15 refereed journal articles during 2005-2008 and currently has eight manuscripts under review for publication. Professor Sung is also co-editing two books in corrections and comparative criminal justice.

Karen Terry is a Professor in the Department of Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration and the Executive Officer of the Doctoral Program in Criminal Justice. Karen has been active in teaching, mentoring, research and service to the college since joining the faculty ten years ago. She has taught 14 different classes at the undergraduate, graduate and doctoral levels. This includes 12 sections of CRJ 101, from writing-intensive seminars to a large lecture with 130 students. She has also taught in the Interdisciplinary Studies Department and in the honors program. As part of that program she taught the honors seminar thesis class and worked with the students on undergraduate theses that they then presented at a national conference. She is chairing or on the thesis/dissertation committees of 11 doctoral students, eight masters students, and five undergraduate students. She has employed more than 20 students on grants (undergraduate, graduate and doctoral) and has published with 12 of them. She has been an academic director of the criminal justice honors program and served on the General Education Committee (including as chair for one semester), Writing Across the Curriculum committee, the committee for assessing CUNY collaborative grants, and the Research Advisory Committee, among others.

Karen holds a doctorate in criminology from Cambridge University and has been at John Jay since Fall 1998. Her main area of research is in the field of sex offender treatment, management, supervision and policy evaluation. Most recently, she has been involved with studies evaluating the problem of sexual abuse of minors in the Catholic Church. She belongs to the American Society of Criminology and the Academy of Criminal Justice Science (and has been a conference sub-chair since 2003 for sex offender-related research panels). She is also on the Board of Directors for the Male Survivor Organization and is on the Advisory Board for the
Alliance of Graduate Education and the Professorate (AGEP) at CUNY, which is responsible for the recruitment, support and retention of minority students at the Graduate Center.

Valerie West joined the John Jay faculty in the fall of 2007 in the Department of Law, Police Science, and Criminal Justice Administration. She received her Ph.D. in sociology from New York University in 2006. Since joining John Jay, Valerie has taught core courses in the criminal justice major. Her first year at John Jay she taught four sections of CRJ 255 (Computer Applications in Criminal Justice) and one section of CRJ 425 (Major Works in Criminal Justice), a required senior seminar. This fall Professor West is teaching CRJ 716 (Using Computers in Social Science Research), a required MA statistics class, and CRJ 802 (Advanced Quantitative Methods), a requirement in the Ph.D. program. This spring she will teach CRJ 394 (Punishment and Society), an experimental course she developed, and CRJ 703 (Penology), an MA elective course.

Prior to coming to John Jay, Professor West was a Senior Research Analyst at the Center for Crime Community & the Law at Columbia University School of Law, and the Center for Violence Research and Prevention at Columbia University School of Public Health. Her research and scholarship have focused on the interaction of crime, inequality, law, and social policy. Her work appears in journals such as, Criminology, The Journal of Law and Social Inquiry, Empirical Legal Studies, and The Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology. One article “The Decline of the Juvenile Death Penalty: Scientific Evidence of Evolving Norms” (2005), which she co-authored with Professor Jeffer Fagan of Columbia Law School, was included in an Amicus Brief to the United States Supreme Court in Roper v. Simmons (2005).

Professor West has written extensively on the role of race and place in: capital sentencing, the re-adoption of capital punishment, the capital review process, and incarceration. She is currently examining the neighborhood effects of incarceration and race on voting participation (registration and turnout) in New York City between 1990 and 2002. In addition, she is researching the influence of race on clearance rates for capital homicide and capital sentencing. She is also developing a long-term research project on incarceration and community disenfranchisement.
APPENDIX B

The Criminal Justice (BA) major provides opportunities for the study of many facets of the criminal justice system. This major will interest students who plan to attend graduate or professional school or to pursue careers in criminal justice or other public service agencies.

PART 1. CORE COURSES Subtotal: 9 credits

Required
Criminal Justice 101 Introduction to Criminal Justice
Law 203 Constitutional Law
Sociology 203 Criminology

PART 2. CRIMINAL JUSTICE INSTITUTIONS Subtotal: 9 credits

Required
Corrections 201 The Law and Institutional Treatment
Law 206 The American Judiciary
Police Science 201 Police Organization and Administration

PART 3. SKILLS Subtotal: 9 credits

Select one
Social Science Research 325 Research Methods in the Behavioral Sciences
Statistics 250 Principles and Methods of Statistics

PART 4. CONCENTRATIONS-OF-CHOICE Subtotal: 9 credits

Select one concentration and complete three courses in it with at least one course at the 400-level.

Concentration A. Law and Due Process
Anthropology 330 American Cultural Pluralism and the Law
Criminal Justice 425 Seminar on Major Works in Criminal Justice
Government 215 The Legislative Process
Government 230 Principles of Constitutional Development
Government 313/Law 313 The Law and Politics of Race Relations
Government 375 Seminar in Law, Order, Justice and Society
Government 430 Problems in Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
History 277 American Legal History
Law 301 Jurisprudence
Law 310/Philosophy 310 Ethics and Law
Law 401 Problems of Constitutional Development
Psychology 370/Law 370 Psychology and the Law
Puerto Rican/Latin American Studies Justice 322 Civil Rights and Civil Liberties in the Urban
Concentration B. The Police and the Community
African-American Studies Sociology 215 The Police and the Ghetto
Criminal Justice 425 Seminar on Major Works in Criminal Justice
Philosophy 321/Criminal Justice 321 Police Ethics
Police Science 202 Police and Community Relations
Police Science 204 The Patrol Function
Police Science 207 The Investigative Function
Police Science 235 Women in Policing
Police Science 245 Community Policing
Police Science 301 The Police Manager
Police Science 309 Comparative Police Systems
Police Science 401 Seminar in Police Problems
Psychology 271/Police Science 271 The Psychological Foundations of Police Work

Concentration C. The Courts and the Criminal Justice System
Criminal Justice 425 Seminar on Major Works in Criminal Justice
Government 306 State Courts and State Constitutional Law
Government 435 Seminar in Judicial Processes and Politics
Law 202 Law and Evidence
Law 204 Criminal Law of New York
Law 209 Criminal Law
Law 212 The Criminal Process and the Criminal Procedure Law
Philosophy 322/Criminal Justice 322 Judicial and Correctional Ethics
Public Administration 360 Court Administration
Sociology 206 The Sociology of Dispute Resolution

Concentration D. Corrections
Criminal Justice 425 Seminar on Major Works in Criminal Justice
Corrections 202 The Administration of Correctional Programs for Juveniles
Corrections 282 Principles of Correctional Operations
Corrections 303 Comparative Correction Systems
Corrections 320 Race, Class and Gender in a Correctional Context
Corrections 402 Administration of Community-Based Correctional Programs
Corrections 415 Major Works in Corrections
Philosophy 322/Criminal Justice 322 Judicial and Correctional Ethics
Psychology 272 Correctional Psychology
Sociology 216 Probation and Parole: Principles and Practices
Sociology 301 Penology

Concentration E. Crime and Society
Anthropology 110/Psychology 110/Sociology 110 Drug Use and Abuse in American Society
Anthropology 230 Culture and Crime
Criminal Justice 236/Sociology 236 Victimology
Criminal Justice 425 Seminar on Major Works in Criminal Justice
Economics 170 Introduction to the Economics of Crime and Social Problems
Economics 315/Police Science 315 An Economic Analysis of Crime
Economics 360/Sociology 360 Corporate and White Collar Crime
History 320 The History of Crime and Punishment in the United States
Police Science 405 Organized Crime in America
Puerto Rican/Latin American Studies Law 325 The Latina/o Experience of Criminal Justice
Psychology 372 Psychology of Criminal Behavior
Sociology 215 Social Control and Gender: Women in American Society
Sociology 309 Juvenile Delinquency
Sociology 420/Criminal Justice 420 Women and Crime

PART 5. HUMANISTIC PERSPECTIVES ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Select one
Drama 225 Criminal Justice in the Theater
Government 319 Gender and the Law
History 219 Violence and Social Change in America
History 224 The History of Crime in New York City
History 325 Criminal Justice in European Society: 1750 to the Present
Literature 315 American Literature and the Law
Literature 327 Crime and Punishment in Literature
Puerto Rican/Latin American Studies Literature 107 Criminal Justice Themes in Poetry and Drama
Puerto Rican/Latin American Studies Literature 108 Criminal Justice Themes in the Essay, Short Story and Novel
Spanish 208 The Theme of Justice in 20th-Century Spanish Literature

Total: 33 credits
APPENDIX C

Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
Certification Standards for College/University
Criminal Justice Baccalaureate Degree Programs
Adopted by ACJS Executive Board: May 2, 2005
Amended October 28, 2005

Quality Standards for the Baccalaureate Degree in Criminal Justice

Section A: Program Mission and History

Standards:

A.1 The program has a stated mission and set of purposes derived from and consistent with the overall mission and purposes of the institution of higher education.

A.2 A history of the program is provided.

Selected Indicators:

I- Statement of program mission and purposes [A.1]
A.a.
I- Statement of institutional mission and purposes [A.1]
A.b.
I-A.c. Statement demonstrating how program mission and purpose derived from and is consistent with institution’s mission and purpose [A.1]
I- Brief history of the program, describing its evolution from inception to present form [A.2]
A.d.

Section B: Program Structure and Curriculum

Standards:

B.1 The program clearly specifies and publishes program goals, objectives, and requirements. The institution’s mission and purposes are reflected in the specific educational objectives of the program. Requirements for the program are based upon clearly defined and articulated learning objectives, including a mastery of the knowledge, methods of inquiry, and intellectual skills pertinent to the study of the causes, consequences, and responses to crime and its interrelatedness to other areas of inquiry.

B.2 The program design is characterized by sufficient content, breadth, depth, coherence, and rigor appropriate to its higher education level. Individual courses and programs are dynamic and responsive to new developments in the field and modes of inquiry.

B.3 The program and courses provide an opportunity for reflection and for analysis of the subject matter. Programs and courses offered on other than the usual semester/quarter hour basis or through distance learning modalities (internet, television, video-
conferencing, or other means) or through different divisions of the institution (e.g., day
division, evening division, continuing education division) demonstrate that students
completing these programs or courses acquire levels of knowledge, understanding, and
competencies comparable to those expected in similar programs offered in more
traditional time periods and modalities.

B.4 The methods of evaluation of student performance are appropriate and consistent with
established institutional and academic standards and are comparable to other programs
throughout the institution.

B.5 The broad scope of the field of criminal justice is reflected in the undergraduate curriculum
and is a balanced presentation of the issues of the field. All baccalaureate degree
programs must demonstrate that the content areas below are substantively addressed in
the curriculum. Individual courses may address multiple content areas.

Table 1: Required Content Areas and Related Topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>Related content topics include but are not limited to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration of Justice</td>
<td>Contemporary criminal justice system, major systems of social control and their policies and practices; victimology; juvenile justice; comparative criminal justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections</td>
<td>History, theory, practice and legal environment, development of correctional philosophy, incarceration, diversions, community-based corrections, treatment of offenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminological Theory</td>
<td>The nature and causes of crime, typologies, offenders, and victims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Adjudication</td>
<td>Criminal law, criminal procedures, prosecution, defense, and court procedures and decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Enforcement</td>
<td>History, theory, practice and legal environment, police organization, discretion, and subculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and Analytic Methods</td>
<td>Quantitative - including statistics - and qualitative, methods for conducting and analyzing criminal justice research in a manner appropriate for undergraduate students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.6 In addition to the content areas above, an undergraduate program in criminal justice
includes a systematic examination of the issues of diversity in criminal justice through
either specific required courses and/or the integration of these issues within the program's
curriculum. Further, programs should provide evidence that students are taught to employ
ethical perspectives and judgments in applying this knowledge to related problems and
changing fact situations.

B.7 A variety of criminal justice electives are available consistent with faculty, resources, and
program objectives. Some degree programs will offer concentrations in specific areas,
depending upon the composition of the student body and faculty expertise.

**B.8** Programs have elective internship opportunities available to upper-level students. Measures are taken to ensure that internships are integrated into the academic component of the program and related to educational objectives.

**B.9** The purpose of undergraduate programs in criminal justice is to educate students to be critical thinkers who can communicate their thoughts effectively in oral and written form. Programs should familiarize students with facts and concepts and teach students to apply this knowledge to related problems and changing situations. Primary objectives of all criminal justice programs include the development of critical thinking; communication, technology, and computing skills; quantitative reasoning; ethical decision-making; and an understanding of diversity.

**B.10** The undergraduate criminal justice program affords students the opportunity to develop knowledge and skills above the introductory level through a logically sequenced, coherent, and rigorous body of coursework. Baccalaureate and associate degree programs should coordinate their curriculum efforts in order to facilitate transfer of students. No more than 50% of required criminal justice courses at the baccalaureate level can come from an associate degree program. A baccalaureate major in criminal justice should require one-third of its semester hours in criminal justice and related cognates.

**B.11** All undergraduate programs in criminal justice are part of a broadly based degree program with a balance of general education, required and elective courses in criminal justice and in related fields (cognates), and unrestricted electives wherever possible.

**Selected Indicators:**

**I-** Statement of program goals and objectives, including those for concentrations and options

**B.a.** [B.1]

**I-** Statement of all places where program goals and objectives are published including page numbers, if applicable, and copies of relevant pages of these publications [B.1]

**B.b.**

**I-** Indication that the institution's mission and purposes are reflected in the specific educational objectives of the program [B.1]

**B.c.**

**I-** Expected learning outcomes for each course [B.1; B.8]

**B.d.**

**I-** Demonstration that students' mastery of the program's stated learning objectives and outcomes are formally and systematically assessed prior to completion of the program with documentation of methods and measures utilized [B.1]

**I-** Indication of where objectives of all criminal justice programs are taught in curriculum and how measured, including the development of critical thinking; communication, technology and computing skills; quantitative reasoning; ethical decision-making; and an understanding of diversity [B.1; B.3; B.6]

**I-** Comparison of the mean grade point average of criminal justice students with the mean grade point average institution-wide [B.2; B.4]

**I-** Statement regarding method used to ensure programs and courses are dynamic and responsive to new developments in the field and new modes of inquiry [B.2]

**I-** Outline of curriculum, including required courses and number of semester/quarter hours in criminal justice, cognate areas, and elective courses [B.2; B.7; B.8; B.9; B.10]

**I-** Course syllabi and copies of final exams for each criminal justice course [B.2; B.3; B.4; B.8]

**I-** Comprehensive evaluation or capstone experience [B.3]

**B.k.**

**I-** Evidence, when applicable, that students taught on other than the usual semester/quarter hour basis, through distance learning modalities, or through different divisions of the institution acquire levels of knowledge, understanding, and competencies comparable to those expected in similar programs offered in more traditional time periods and modalities
Statement of methods used to evaluate student performance. Evidence that methods of evaluating student performance are comparable to other programs throughout the institution and that the methods are appropriate and consistent with institutional and academic standards [B.4]

Indication of course(s) in which specific content areas are found in the core curriculum [B.5; B.9]

Evidence that available criminal justice electives are consistent with faculty, resources, and program objectives [B.7]

When degree programs offer concentrations, evidence that these concentrations are supported by student body composition and faculty expertise [B.7]

Evidence that elective internships are integrated into the academic component of the program and related to educational objectives [B.8]

Evidence that graduates are critical thinkers with effective oral and written communication skills [B.9]

Evidence that graduates are familiar with criminal justice facts and concepts and can apply the knowledge to problems and changing situations [B.9]

Explanation of rationale behind sequencing of courses [B.9]

Evidence that the program coordinates curriculum to facilitate student transfer from associate degree programs [B.10]

Undergraduate catalog [B.11]
ATTACHMENT A-3

FROM PROVOST JANE BOWERS

Administration’s Answers to Questions Asked by the Faculty Senate about the Proposal Regarding the Creation of a Department of Criminal Justice

November 17, 2008

I. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROCESS:

1. My concern is that this is a proposed solution to a departmental conflict. Is this accurate and, if not, in what ways is it more than this?

It is not accurate to conclude that this proposal is a response to a departmental conflict. A group of eighteen faculty members from six different departments have come together and proposed to constitute themselves as a new department, the Department of Criminal Justice. They have indicated to the President and Provost that their scholarly, academic, and pedagogical interests would be better served in a new department of Criminal Justice than in their current departments.

This proposal also addresses a curricular problem. The signatories have proposed that the new department take responsibility for the Criminal Justice majors. Heretofore, governance of the Criminal Justice BA and BS has been shared by three departments—Law, Police Science, and Criminal Justice Administration (LPS); Government; and Sociology—rotating every three years from one to the other. These majors have not been revised since they were externally evaluated in 2001, at which time it was recommended that the majors be brought into alignment with the standards of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences. In part, this inaction can be attributed to the shared governance of the majors. No one department has had ownership of the majors or taken responsibility for them. Thus, no one department could be charged with curricular revision and assessment planning. Although the proposal for a new department is independent from the proposal for changing the governance of the Criminal Justice majors, assigning responsibility to a single department will give the new department the authority to revise the curriculum, advise students, and manage the major. The college can then hold the new department accountable for learning outcomes and student success.

Assigning responsibility for these majors to a single department requires the action of the Undergraduate Curriculum and Academic Standards Committee (UCASC). Therefore, the chairs of the three departments that currently share responsibility for the Criminal
Justice majors are proposing to give responsibility for the BA to the proposed Department of Criminal Justice and for the BS to the existing Department of LPS.

2A. The arguments which arose at the Faculty Senate meeting on October 22 felt very similar to the objections from both sides last year: why was there no intradepartmental arbitration so that the entire department could present a proposal to the College?

2B. Is it possible to involve mediators in efforts to resolve prior conflicts and to assist all parties in moving forward to create an amicable solution?

Dean James Levine, who was appointed chair of the department in December 2007, did attempt to bring the sides together during the past year, meeting individually with faculty and holding regular department meetings of all faculty at which important departmental issues were discussed. At the beginning of Dean Levine’s tenure as chair, Provost Bowers charged the department with resolving its differences and electing a P&B in May 2008 that would represent the divergent points of view in the LPS Department. Dean Levine proposed a slate of candidates for P&B that would be representative of the divergent interests of the faculty and sought to get support for this electoral compromise. These efforts were unsuccessful.

3A. Is the opposition to the proposal more on the basis of process or is it more on the basis of the content of the proposal?

3B. Are the faculty members from Law and Police Science who spoke in opposition to the proposal for departmental restructuring opposed more to the process of how the proposal was devised or opposed to its philosophical underpinnings?

Faculty members opposed to the proposal who have spoken to the Provost have expressed three concerns: 1) whether they will be able to continue teaching the courses they have always taught; 2) whether this shift of responsibility for the majors will impact their job security; 3) how they can support a proposal that will result in a group of faculty revising the criminal justice curriculum before they know what the revised curriculum will look like.

4A. What was the process that resulted in the situation whereby 12 members of LPS are among the 18 signatories but the majority (30) of the members of LPS are not?

4B. How were people selected to be signatories?

Twelve of the signatories to the proposal to form a new department are in LPS. Seven of these were among the signatories to the proposal put forward last year for a new department and a new major of Crime, Law, and Policy. That group of faculty withdrew their proposal in view of the controversy over it. The President assured the signatories that they would be able to bring a proposal forward this year if they still wished to constitute themselves as a separate department. In September the President consulted with the
Faculty Senate and Council of Chairs to 5A. What criteria will be used to exclude or accept faculty members who are not signatories establish a procedure for consideration of proposals on department reorganizations. President Travis sent out a memo to all members of the faculty delineating this procedure. In addition, the intention of the signatories to put forward a proposal was announced at a meeting of the LPS department on September 25, 2008. Hearing of their intention, some members of the LPS department approached the original signatories and asked if they too could sign on to the new department. When the proposal was submitted to Ms. Mayra Nieves it bore the names of additional LPS signatories and some additional signatories from five other departments. The original signatories have assured me that they did not approach faculty and ask them to join the new department. Rather, according to the original signatories, the additional signatories approached members of the original group. The purpose of the vetting procedure established by the President is to give all members of the faculty an opportunity to review, comment on, and assess the proposals drafted by groups of faculty. There will also be an opportunity for other faculty members to request a transfer to the new department if the proposal is approved by the College Council.

who wish to become members of the new department?

5B. How could faculty from other departments join the Department of Criminal Justice once it is established?

5C. Can everybody in the current LPS Department be members of the newly proposed department if they desire to be?

Faculty members who wish to join the proposed new department have two options for doing so.

Option 1: If the resolution to create the new department is approved by the College Council on December 15, it will be forwarded to the University by January 5, 2009, for consideration of the Board of Trustees. Between December 15 and December 22, 2008, faculty who wish to join the new department may write a letter of interest to the Provost. The Provost will recommend to the President such appointments to the new department as are in the best interests of the college. The President will make the final decision.

Option 2: Once the department is constituted, it will elect a P&B. At that time, faculty who wish to join the new department may apply to the department’s P&B for appointment to the department. The department will recommend appointments to the Provost and the President. As with all appointments, the final decision will be made by the Board of Trustees upon the recommendation of the President.

The two options have different implications for seniority and tenure. Faculty considering joining the new department, if approved, should review the February 27, 2007 Memorandum from Counsel Rosemarie Maldonado to assess the impact on their status.

6A. Was it known to the LPS Dept faculty that a proposal was coming forward?
It was asserted that the proposal had not been previously circulated to LPS faculty who might have been interested in joining the new department. Is this true? If so, why not?

Dean Levine made an announcement to the entire LPS department at its September 25, 2008 meeting that a proposal was being drafted and would be submitted, following the process set up for this purpose, to the secretary of the College Council by the announced deadline.

II. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE EXISTING MAJORS IN CJ, POLICE SCIENCE, AND CORRECTIONS:

7. The LPS Department is actually named “Law, Police Science & Criminal Justice Administration.” But we’ve heard nothing about the Criminal Justice administration (CJA) major. Why not?

The Criminal Justice Administration and Planning major belongs to the Department of Public Management. The LPS department plays no role in the governance or administration of that major though courses taught by LPS faculty are part of the major. The LPS department does not have a Criminal Justice Administration major, despite the department’s name.

8. Everyone refers to “the CJ major” but the College Bulletin lists two criminal justice majors: a Bachelor of Arts CJ major and a Bachelor of Science CJ. What is the difference between the two? Is the proposal from the signatories to transfer responsibility for both CJ majors to a new department?

The original proposal was to transfer both majors to the new department. Karen Kaplowitz, President of the Faculty Senate A put forward a compromise proposal to give the BA to the proposed Criminal Justice Department and the BS to the LPS department, charging each department with revising its major so as to revitalize the curricular offerings and distinguish The Undergraduate Bulletin states, “The Bachelor of Science degree differs from the Bachelor of Arts degree because of its emphasis on the institutions of criminal justice, particularly the police, courts and corrections” (p. 9). However, the two majors have much in common, including many courses in common. Both have Gov 101 and Soc 101 as prerequisites. Both require CRJ 101 and Law 203 (Constitutional Law). The BA also requires Soc 203 (Criminology). Both require skills courses. The BA gives a choice between Social Science Research and Statistics. The BS has more skills choices, and it would be possible for a
student to graduate with the BS without having taken Statistics or Social Science Research. The BA degree requires students to take at least one course from a list of “Humanistic Perspectives on Criminal Justice.” Both degrees have concentrations in the police, the courts, and corrections (in the BS these are called “parts” rather than concentrations). The BA also has concentrations in “Law and Due Process” and “Crime and Society.” The BA requires a student to select one concentration, while the BS requires the student to take two courses from each of its parts (“Police,” Law and the Courts,” and “Corrections”). Depending on course selection, a student’s BA degree might not differ appreciably from her colleague’s BS degree. However, the BA is more like a liberal arts, social it clearly and definitively from the other.
## Comparison of Criminal Justice BA to Criminal Justice BS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis of Comparison</th>
<th>Criminal Justice BA</th>
<th>Criminal Justice BS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prerequisites</td>
<td>Gov 101 &amp; Soc 101</td>
<td>Gov 101 &amp; Soc 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Core Courses</td>
<td>CRJ 101, Law 203, &amp; Soc 203</td>
<td>CRJ 101 &amp; Law 203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Skills Courses          | Social Science Research 325 or STA 250 | 1. Computer Skills: CRJ 255, or MAT 279, or PSC 216, or PAD 241  
|                         |                                   | 2. Research Skills: LAW 350, or MAT 220, or Social Science Research 325, or STA 250. |
| Concentrations/Parts    | Choose one concentration: Law & Due Process, or The Police and Community, or The Courts and the Criminal Justice System, or Corrections, or Crime and Society | Take two courses from each part: Police, and Law and the Courts, and Corrections |
| Additional Category     | Humanistic Perspectives on Criminal Justice (choose one from a list of courses) | Senior Requirement (choose one from a list of courses) |

9A. At the October 22 Faculty Senate meeting, President Travis called the CJ major as it now exists "a very weak major" and at the College Undergraduate Curriculum and Standards Committee a few days later the CJ coordinator, who is a member of the Government Dept and who is also a signatory of the proposal, called the major "a scandal." Please respond to these descriptions of the CJ major.

9B. The proposal from the signatories states that at John Jay "the majors [in Criminal Justice] do not ensure that students are adequately prepared in each of the content areas recommended by the ACJS." Please respond to this statement. Also, please explain what the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) is.

9C. The proposal from the signatories states that our CJ major does "not conform to national curriculum standards." Please respond to this statement.
"The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences is an international association established in 1963 to foster professional and scholarly activities in the field of criminal justice. ACJS promotes criminal justice education, research, and policy analysis within the discipline of criminal justice for both educators and practitioners" (ACJS website).

In 2001, the Criminal Justice majors were reviewed by external evaluators. Their report pointed to several ways in which the majors do not conform to ACJS Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice Education. Nothing was done to revise the majors in response to this evaluation.

In May 2005, new ACJS Certification Standards for Academic Programs were approved by the ACJS Executive Board. Distinguished Professor Todd Clear, one of the signatories to the proposal for a Criminal Justice Department and a past president of ACJS, was on its executive board when these certification standards were developed and approved. The goal of ACJS in adopting these Standards and implementing a Certification Review process was “to measurably improve the quality of criminal justice education. For several years, ACJS had Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice Education and these standards were used in a peer review process through ACJS Academic Review. The new standards and process represent an evolution from ‘peer review’ to ‘certification.’ The ACJS Certification is designed to evaluate evidence-based compliance with the Certification Standards” (ACJS website).

Since fall 2005, the Office of Undergraduate Studies at John Jay College, upon the direction of then Provost Basil Wilson, has attempted to bring about a revision of the Criminal Justice majors so as to meet the national certification standards. To date, that attempt has been unsuccessful. The best the Office of Undergraduate Studies could do was to propose the elimination of courses from the two majors that had not been offered for four to ten years but were still listed in the bulletin. This was accomplished in 2008.

In short, the Criminal Justice majors (BA and BS) have not been significantly revised in nearly a decade and do not conform to the ACJS certification standards.

10. Given the highly critical report by the outside evaluator of the CJ major in 2001 and the fact that the LPS Dept (which has had the most responsibility for the CJ major according to statements made by some LPS non-signatories) has not significantly revised or updated the major in the seven years since the external evaluation, what is the justification by the LPS non-signatories that they should continue to be responsible for the largest major in the college?

11. The LPS Department has always had solo responsibility for both the Police Science major and for the Corrections major. What is the status of these two majors in terms of revisions of each major, enrollment, number of baccalaureate graduates during the past two years, and findings of external evaluators?

The Corrections self study was rejected by the College Curriculum Committee, and a blue ribbon panel met in 2004-2005 to study the major. It released a report in 2005. The LPS Department, which has sole authority for this major, has taken no action in response to its findings.
The recommendations of the Police Studies external evaluators, submitted in 2001, have not resulted in any revisions to that major or any other response to the evaluation by the LPS Department, which has sole authority for this major.

The LPS Department also had sole responsibility for the Security Management major until fall 2008, at which time it and the two LPS faculty members active in that major went to the new Department of Protection Management. The Security Management self study was also rejected by the College Curriculum Committee, resulting in another blue ribbon panel in 2004-2005. No action has been taken in response to this panel’s report.

In her 2007 evaluation letter to Professor Maki Haberfeld, then Chair of the LPS Department, Provost Bowers put Professor Haberfeld and the department on notice that the curriculum of its majors must be attended to. The Provost met with members of the department, and it was decided that the Police Studies major would be the first to be revised. The revision of Police Studies that LPS put forward as an initial response to this charge was unacceptable. Nothing more has been done to revise that major or any other major for which the department is responsible in whole or in part.

Enrollment in the Corrections major has trended downward since 1994, from 2% of majors (119 students) in 1994 to 1% (109 students) in 1995 to 0% (23 students) in 2007. Police Studies has also trended downward from 11% (573 students) in 1994 to 6% (480 students) in 2002 to 3% (291 students) in 2007. Security management has gone from 2% (119 students) to 1% (85 students) over the same period of time.

12. Why not phase out the Criminal Justice BA major, allow the new department to take responsibility for the Criminal Justice BS major and limit the enrollment in the BS major in a manner similar to Forensic Psychology and Forensic Science? In essence every undergraduate major at John Jay is "criminal justice." Phasing out the CJ Bachelor of Arts would free-up many students to enroll in the currently under-utilized majors such as Police Science and Corrections (which have tremendous curricular overlap with the CJ BA major) and other majors such as Economics and even the newly created and proposed liberal arts majors.

The criminal justice major in most other colleges has become a liberal arts, social science major. However, there is a need at John Jay for a major that deals with the institutions of criminal justice—their impact, organization, and administration—rather than with crime and justice as social phenomena and policy matters. If the LPS department were to revise the Criminal Justice BS to strengthen its focus on courts, corrections, and police as institutions, we could imagine the Corrections and Police Studies majors being phased out in favor of the newly revised Criminal Justice BS.

III. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE COMPOSITION, PURPOSE, VISION, AND GOALS OF THE PROPOSED NEW DEPARTMENT:

13. What exactly is the CJ resolution? Is it to create a new Department of CJ with the signatories – and only the signatories – as the founding members? If so, that needs to be stated.

The original resolution to form a new Department of Criminal Justice has been widely circulated.
Faculty who need a copy may request one of Ms. Mayra Nieves, Secretary to the College Council. That resolution may well be revised when it comes forward to the Executive Committee of the College Council to be included on the agenda of the December 15 meeting of the Council to reflect the compromise proposal for assignment of the CJ BA to the proposed new Department of Criminal Justice and the CJ BS to the LPS Department. The signatories will be founding members of the new department, but others may become founding members. See answer to questions 5A, 5B, and 5C in this document for information about how non-signatory faculty can become founding members.

14A. What is the vision – the aim and goal – for the new department?

14B. How large would the new department be?

14C. What is the curricular vision behind the new department?

All parts of question 14 are best answered by the signatories.

15A. How do the credentials of the signatories differ from those of the LPS non-signatories such that justifies the transfer of responsibility of the CJ major to the signatories?

15B. Why should we entrust the college’s largest major to the signatories rather than to any other group?

Questions 15A & 15B are best answered by the signatories.

16. Who is doing research in the areas encompassed by a first-rate CJ major?

Question 16 is best answered by the signatories.

17A. Is there racial inclusiveness among the signatories?

Yes, the signatories are racially inclusive. We always strive in our faculty searches and appointments to find the most qualified and most diverse faculty we can. The Provost will encourage the proposed Department of Criminal Justice, as she does every department to which she gives lines, to further diversify its faculty by conducting broad and vigorous searches and by taking advantage of the University’s diversity hiring initiatives: the Latino Faculty Recruitment Initiative, out of the Office of Academic Affairs, and the Inclusive Excellence Initiative, out of the Office of Faculty/Staff Relations.

17B. Are the signatories qualified to teach and examine the ways in which ethnicity, race, class, gender, and sexual orientation impact criminal justice?

Question 17A is best answered by the signatories.

17C. It is a legitimate concern that any new department be diverse, especially when a national oversight committee has already noted weaknesses in coverage of race, ethnicity and gender issues in the curriculum. How does the proposed new department plan to remedy this important critique?

See answer to 17A.

18. Does the new department need to be named "Criminal Justice" given that the name of the College is John Jay College of Criminal Justice and given that criminal justice is taught by many departments?
Question 18 is best answered by signatories.

19. Years ago Psychology and Counseling split into two departments. The two had to articulate what function such a split would fill for the College and how each would be different from the other. Can we have a similar analysis showing how a Department of Criminal Justice would be different from other departments at John Jay?

Question 19 is best answered by the signatories.

20A. How would the creation of the proposed department benefit our students?

20B. How would the creation of the proposed department strengthen the College as a whole and enhance its reputation as a leader in the field of criminal justice education?

Questions 20A and 20B are best answered by the signatories.

20C. How would this new department impact other departments such as Sociology, etc.?

The Sociology Department and four others would lose one to two faculty members. The faculty members in question already have the blessing of their current chairs to join the new department. In the case when the departure of a faculty member from his/her current department would seriously reduce the teaching power of a department because of its small size, the Provost will consider replacing that faculty member with a line for a new hire.

The Sociology Department and the Government Department support the creation of the Department of Criminal Justice and the assignment of responsibility for the CJ BA to it and for the CJ BS to the LPS Department. The Sociology, Government, Philosophy, and other departments whose faculty currently teach in the CJ majors will continue to be needed to teach in those majors.

IV. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROPOSED NEW MAJOR IN CJ:

21A. At the October 22 Faculty Senate meeting, one of the non-signatory LPS members distributed charts that he compiled of undergraduate and graduate teaching and of teaching in the undergraduate CJ major during the Fall 2008 and Spring 2009 semester. Are these charts accurate? What is the record during those same semesters of undergraduate and graduate teaching and teaching in the undergraduate CJ major of those faculty who are LPS non-signatories?

Of the total number of undergraduate teaching hours taught by faculty in LPS (full and part time), the full time faculty have taught 34% in fall 2005, 42% in fall 2006, and 38% in fall 2007. Over the same period of time the percentage of undergraduate instructional hours delivered by full time faculty in the college as a whole was 37.2%, 39.3%, and 42.8%. The Provost’s hope for all departments and for the college is that the percentage of full time faculty hours will increase and the percentage of part time hours will decrease. The assignment of full time faculty to
undergraduate teaching and the planned establishment of workload policies and workload management processes will have an effect on these percentages. The departure of the signatories from LPS may or may not affect these percentages, but the new department, like all departments, will be held accountable for its undergraduate teaching coverage.

21B. Even if there are some errors, the charts distributed at the Faculty Senate meeting suggest that the majority of signatories do not teach in the undergraduate CJ major, which has by far the largest number of students of any major at John Jay. How is this going to be addressed? Are the signatories willing to teach these courses or is CJ going to be another undergraduate major in which students never really have classroom contact with the professors in their identified departments?

21C. Who will teach the undergraduates in the CJ major if it is transferred to a new department as proposed?

21D. If this proposal were approved, how much undergraduate teaching would the signatories expect to do or would commit to doing?

21E. The premise of the proposed new CJ Department appears to be that it would improve the College's CJ major: who is expected to teach the approximately 40 courses offered in this undergraduate major each semester?

21F. By and large, the signatories to the proposal for the new department do not now teach at the undergraduate level. For many years it has been our goal and that of 80th St. that we decrease our over-reliance on adjunct faculty because the presumption is that students and student outcomes are harmed by having so few sections taught by full-time faculty. How will the proposed new department, to begin in February 2009, cover the class grid and improve student learning?

21G. It was stated that only a small minority of the signatories to the proposal presently teach courses in the Criminal Justice major. Please respond to this statement.

Questions 21B through 21F are best answered by the signatories. See answer to Question 21A for answer to 21G.

22. Assuming the charts distributed to the Faculty Senate on October 22 are accurate, is the teaching load of the signatories a reflection of released time given because of grants for research?

Best answered by the signatories.

23A. What will the newly revised CJ major look like and what courses will it consist of?

23B. What would the curriculum of a revised CJ major look like?

The signatories wish to bring the CJ BA in conformity with the standards of their national
organization (see answer to questions 9A, B, & C). It is premature to speculate on exactly how the major will turn out. Professor Ned Benton has submitted a proposal to the UCASC for the establishment of a task force to examine all of our criminal justice curriculum and to recommend the best course of action to clarify the mission and scope of each major and to merge, eliminate, and redesign majors so that we have an effective set of distinct majors related to criminal justice.

V. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE IMPACT ON NON-SIGNATORY LPS FACULTY:

24. What are some of the possibilities and opportunities for the faculty of the LPS Dept if the proposal is approved?

The LPS Department will participate in the review of our criminal justice curriculum, referenced in question 23. The LPS Department will have the opportunity to revise the Criminal Justice BS, the Corrections BS, and the Police Studies BS to bring them up to date and to address concerns raised by external evaluators and blue ribbon panels that have evaluated these majors in the past.

25A. Looking at the CJ major in the Bulletin, it is clear that most of the courses in this major are in Police Science and in Law and in Corrections. What will be the impact on the LPS non-signatories, given that in 2007 only 31 baccalaureate students majoring in Police Studies graduated and that in 2007 only 7 baccalaureate students majoring in Corrections graduated?

25B. There are relatively few students majoring in Corrections and in Police Science yet there would be approximately 30 faculty members in the resulting Department of Law and Police Science. Would there be a sufficient number of students to make this department viable?

25C. What will happen to the existing tenured and non-tenured faculty, if in fact, the LPS Department cannot sustain enrollment in their two remaining majors?

25D. If the proposal is approved, the current LPS Department will be left with two majors only: Corrections and Police Science. (It was agreed between LPS and the Government Department more than a year ago to move the Legal Studies major to the Government Department.) What assurances, and based on what calculations, will be provided to the LPS non-signatories that there will be enough students in the near future who will major in Corrections and/or Police Science, given the declining number of students enrolled in these majors not just at John Jay but around the country and the increased number of students at John Jay majoring in CJ?

25E. Exactly how would the LPS Department be threatened?

25F. If this proposal is successful, what protections will there be for untenured LPS members among the non-signatories?
There will be 27 full time tenure track (or lecturer) faculty members left in LPS when the LPS signatories leave the department. These 27 faculty members will continue to teach in the Criminal Justice BA, BS, and MA, the International Criminal Justice BA, and the majors in Police Studies, Corrections, and Legal Studies. They will be fully engaged with these teaching duties. There will be no loss of lines in the department unless faculty retire or leave the college. As is standard practice for all departments, when a faculty member leaves or retires from a particular department, that person’s line comes back to the Office of the Provost for reassignment based on enrollment needs and institutional priorities.

With the compromise proposal for location of responsibility for the CJ BA & BS in two departments, the LPS department will have the following majors under its sole authority: CJ BS & AS; Police Studies BS & AS; Corrections BS & AS. A total of 4,025 are enrolled in these degree programs. Twenty-seven faculty members will have more than enough work to do to deliver a quality educational experience to these students. By comparison, the Sociology Department with 31 faculty members has one major under its sole authority, Criminology, with 609 students and still must hire part time faculty to help with the coverage of its courses. Not only is the Sociology Department not in danger of having its full time faculty numbers reduced, it is currently authorized to search for two additional faculty members.

26. Would there be joint appointments for faculty who wish to have such an appointment between a new CJ Department and the LPS Department? If so, how would joint appointments be handled in the Personnel process? (Joint appointments are known to be difficult on the faculty member.)

Not immediately. A task force under the auspices of the Provost has developed draft guidelines for joint appointments. In each joint appointment, there is a home department in which tenure resides and a secondary department to which the faculty member is partly or wholly assigned for teaching and service. However, the Provost will use the capacity for joint appointments sparingly. The decision to search for or to accept a jointly appointed faculty member must be agreed to by the P&B committee of the home department.

27. The number of students at John Jay will stay same as it is now or will increase. Yet the non-signatories of LPS state that if the CJ major is transferred to a different department and if it is revised by the signatories they will have nothing to teach. Are the non-signatories in LPS suggesting that they are unable or unwilling to prepare new courses and new syllabi? CJ includes disciplines they already teach in. At most there will be new courses in those same disciplines or newly configured curricula drawing on those same disciplines. In other words, are they saying that they are saying they are able or willing to teach only the courses they currently teach?

Best answered by LPS non-signatories.
PROPOSALS FOR DEPARTMENT RESTRUCTURING

"DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE"

Rationale
Last year, the college reorganized several departmental structures to align them with the educational priorities of the college, to support curriculum development and management, to promote student success, and to provide an appropriate academic home for faculty in particular disciplines including economics, philosophy, art, and music. This process of thinking about the best structures to promote student success continues this year at President Travis’s invitation, and must consider the majors at the center of John Jay’s mission. The Criminal Justice BA and BS are not currently administered by a single department. Rather, responsibility for Criminal Justice rotates every three years among the departments of Law, Police Science & Criminal Justice Administration, Government, and Sociology. The faculty who teach in the criminal justice program at the undergraduate and graduate levels have no common home. Yet, together these degree programs have enrolled over one-third of all undergraduate students for the past several years. In fall 2007, 34 percent of undergraduates were majoring in Criminal Justice. In the past five years the College has awarded 1,656 BA degrees and 783 BS degrees in Criminal Justice.

The rotating administration of our criminal justice programs deviates from national practice. Furthermore, the vertical integration of undergraduate and graduate programs is a norm at the leading criminal justice programs in the country (see Appendix A). At least 31 universities, including the top-ranked programs at Arizona State, Florida State, Rutgers, Temple, SUNY Albany, and the University of Maryland, locate responsibility for both undergraduate and graduate criminal justice programs in a single entity. The vertical integration of degree programs enhances instruction and integrates teaching and research functions by bringing together distinguished professors, tenure-track faculty, adjunct faculty, and graduate teaching fellows in criminal justice under the oversight of one administrative unit.

The structural deficiencies of the criminal justice program have consequences for John Jay students at every level. In their 2007 external evaluation report on the Criminal Justice Ph.D. program, Professor Julie Horney, Dean of the School of Criminal Justice at SUNY Albany, and Professor Sally S. Simpson, Chair of the Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice at the University of Maryland, College Park, wrote, “The fact that the Ph.D. program is not affiliated with a single department means that the program officers have little or no control over program personnel . . . [and] little ability to insure that program needs are met.” At the undergraduate level, the majors in Criminal Justice do not conform to national curriculum standards. Please see Appendix B for a description of these standards as defined by The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS). Specifically, the majors do not ensure that students are adequately prepared in each of the content areas recommended by the

1 The review of the Criminal Justice Ph.D. Program is available in the Ph.D. program office.
ACJS: Administration of Justice, Corrections, Criminological Theory, Law Adjudication, Law Enforcement, and Research and Analytic Methods. Moreover, the current curriculum does not require the study of race, ethnicity, gender, and justice in core courses, as suggested by ACJS guidelines. The most recent external review report on the Criminal Justice major, written by Dr. Albert Roberts of Rutgers University in July 2001, subsequent to the May 2001 site visit of the external reviewers, recommended that the curriculum be revised “in accordance with the program standards of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.” 2 Specifically, Dr. Roberts recommended that criminal justice majors take “two courses on criminal justice statistics or sociological statistics” and a computer application course. Seven years after this report, the Criminal Justice curriculum has not been revised to meet ACJS standards.

Dr. Roberts’ report suggests that the structural problems are entwined with the substantive deficiencies of the majors. Indeed the very conduct of the self-study was symptomatic of the diffusion of administrative responsibility for the majors. Dr. Roberts was quite frank about the lack of faculty participation in the self-study. Few faculty provided CVs and syllabi. Similarly few participated during Dr. Roberts’ site visit. Dr. Roberts wrote, “The Coordinator of the BS in Criminal Justice was noticeably absent from the 3-hour meeting that we had with the associate provost, the department chairs, and other interested faculty.” He further wrote, “According to the Undergraduate Bulletin (2000-2001), there are 30 full-time faculty and 56 adjunct faculty in the Departments [sic] of Law, Police Science, and Criminal Justice Administration. Although an important part of the traditional protocol of external reviews/site visits involves meeting with and interviewing full-time faculty, it seemed that only one criminal justice faculty member was scheduled to meet with us.” The lesson of the self-study and the site visit is that no one took ownership of the major in 2001. This absence of ownership persists and the curricular changes recommended have still not been made.

We acknowledge and honor the history of criminal justice education at John Jay. Governance of the Criminal Justice majors has historically been shared. We therefore recommend that the college bring a proposal through the appropriate governance process to locate responsibility for the Criminal Justice BA and BS in a new Department of Criminal Justice. At the same time, we recognize and affirm that criminal justice is an interdisciplinary field of study and will continue to draw faculty from Sociology, Government, Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration, Anthropology, Public Management, and other departments as appropriate. Indeed, the signatories to this proposal represent six different departments at the College. If established, the new Department of Criminal Justice will recommend to the Curriculum Committee the creation of an advisory board that will comprise faculty from departments historically connected to the undergraduate majors. The faculty members in these and other departments add great strength to the Criminal Justice programs at John Jay and make them distinctive. In a highly interdisciplinary field such as criminal justice, these cross-disciplinary ties are a benefit for faculty and students alike. We wish to preserve these ties in order to create a world-class criminal justice program at John Jay, led by the new department we propose.

2 The External Review Report is available in the Office of Undergraduate Studies.
## APPENDIX A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Undergrad/Grad</th>
<th>Notes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona State University</td>
<td>School of Justice and Social Inquiry</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida State University</td>
<td>College of Criminology and Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Mason University</td>
<td>Public and International Affairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University</td>
<td>Department of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Department of Criminology</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
<td>College of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota State University</td>
<td>Criminal Justice and Political Science</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern University</td>
<td>College of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Dominion University</td>
<td>Department of Sociology and Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td>MA in Applied Sociology (Soc + Crim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State University</td>
<td>Department of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie View A&amp;M University</td>
<td>College of Juvenile Justice and Psychology</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td>MA &amp; PhD in Juvenile Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers, State University of New Jersey</td>
<td>School of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Houston State University</td>
<td>College of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple University</td>
<td>Department of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Public Affairs at American U.</td>
<td>School of Public Affairs</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>BA, MA &amp; PhD in Justice, Law &amp; Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Department of Criminology</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of Texas at Dallas</td>
<td>School of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University at Albany</td>
<td>School of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Arkansas at Little Rock</td>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both*</td>
<td>PhD in Public Policy w/ concentration in C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Cincinnati</td>
<td>Division of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Delaware</td>
<td>Department of Sociology and Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Florida</td>
<td>Criminology, Law and Society</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
John Jay College offers a BA and a BS in Criminal Justice. (See pages 7-11 of the 2008-2009 Undergraduate Bulletin for curriculum requirements.) Table 1 below shows the ACJS required content areas for Criminal Justice BA programs. There are no national standards for a B.S. degree.

Table 1: Required Content Areas and Related Topics (ACJS Guidelines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>Related content topics include but are not limited to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration of Justice</td>
<td>Contemporary criminal justice system, major systems of social control and their policies and practices; victimology; juvenile justice; comparative criminal justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections</td>
<td>History, theory, practice and legal environment, development of correctional philosophy, incarceration, diversions, community-based corrections, treatment of offenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminological Theory</td>
<td>The nature and causes of crime, typologies, offenders, and victims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Adjudication</td>
<td>Criminal law, criminal procedures, prosecution, defense, and court procedures and decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Enforcement</td>
<td>History, theory, practice and legal environment, police organization, discretion, and subculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and Analytic Methods</td>
<td>Quantitative - including statistics - and qualitative, methods for conducting and analyzing criminal justice research in a manner appropriate for undergraduate students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACJS requirements also state:

In addition to the content areas above, an undergraduate program in criminal justice includes a systematic examination of the issues of diversity in criminal justice through either specific required courses and/or the integration of these issues within the program's curriculum. Further, programs should provide evidence that students are taught to employ ethical perspectives and judgments in applying this knowledge to related problems and changing fact situations.
Resolution Proposing Relocating the B.A. and the B.S. Criminal Justice Majors

Since their inception, the B.A. and B.S. degrees in criminal justice at John Jay College of Criminal Justice have suffered from the lack of a single academic unit at the college which has responsibility for their supervision. Rotating governance of the criminal justice majors among three departments has resulted in administrative confusion and lethargy regarding the need to ensure the academic integrity of the majors. This was most notably manifested in the unresponsiveness to a call for significant revision of the majors recommended by an external reviewer in 2001. His strongly-worded suggestions for curricular overhaul have gone unheeded.

The unwieldy governance system in place has been harmful to students majoring in criminal justice. They currently take many of their courses in one department, Law, Police Science, and Criminal Justice Administration, only to be told that the coordinator of the major is in another department, Government, literally across the street in North Hall. Moreover, their education is impaired by out-of-date sets of required courses and concentrations that have resisted substantial revision. Unlike the major in criminology, which receives the full-fledged attention of the sociology department, or the major in government, which is constantly under the scrutiny of the Government Department, the majors in criminal justice seem to be on no one’s radar screen. Given that one-third of all John Jay undergraduates receive either a B.A. or a B.S. in criminal justice, the current organizational scheme entailing diffusion of responsibility and seeming administrative indifference is untenable.

We, the three chairs of the departments now responsible for the criminal justice majors, therefore propose that the Bachelor of Arts Major in Criminal Justice become the sole responsibility of a new Department of Criminal Justice, if the proposal for its creation is approved by College Council, the President of John Jay College of Criminal Justice, and the CUNY Board of Trustees. We also propose that the Bachelor of Science Major in Criminal Justice become the sole responsibility of the Department of Law, Police Science and Criminal Justice Administration. We further propose the creation of an advisory committee for criminal justice majors chaired by the Dean of Undergraduate Studies comprised of one representative from each of the following departments: the proposed department of criminal justice; the department of law, police science and criminal justice administration; government, and sociology. Finally, we recommend that the Department of Criminal Justice and the Department of Law, Police Science, and Criminal Justice Administration be required submit to the Undergraduate Curriculum and Standards Committee proposed revisions of the Criminal Justice B.A. and B.S. majors no later than September 2010.

David Brotherton, Chair, Sociology
James P. Levine, Chair, Law, Police Science, and Criminal Justice Administration
Harold Sullivan, Chair, Government
Proposal to Convene a Task Force on the Criminal Justice Curriculum of John Jay College

The Curriculum Committee shall convene a Task Force to develop a strategic curricular guideline for the following undergraduate baccalaureate majors: Criminal Justice B.A., Criminal Justice B.S., Criminology, Correctional Studies, Criminal Justice Administration and Planning, Deviant Behavior and Social Control, International Criminal Justice, and Police Studies.

The Task Force shall be chaired by the Dean of Undergraduate Studies and shall consist of the coordinator of each of the majors (or the chair of the department or her designee when there is no major coordinator).

The strategic curricular guideline report, which shall be submitted to the Curriculum Committee no later September 1, 2009, shall identify and/or recommend important attributes of each major including the following: degree offered, mission, student profile, 2008-2009 student FTE, post-graduate and career opportunities, shared core courses, unique core courses, specializations or concentrations, and program governance.

The Task Force may recommend that a major be discontinued or consolidated with another major. The guideline document shall serve as a resource to the faculties of the respective majors, and the Curriculum Committee, in the formulation and review of future curricular revisions.
Enrollment implications of the Proposal to locate the Criminal Justice BA in the proposed Department of Criminal Justice

Student enrollments in degree programs under the control of LPS:

B.S. in Criminal Justice   (854 students)
B.S. in Police Studies   (320 students)
B.S. in Corrections   (31 students)
A.S in Criminal Justice   (1945 students)
A.S. in Police Studies   (844 students)
A.S. in Correction Administration (31 students)

Total number of students:       4,025

Student enrollments in degree programs under the control of the proposed department of Criminal Justice.

B.A in Criminal Justice   (2503 students)

Total number of students:       2,503

Courses currently taught in the Criminal Justice majors:

CRJ 101, 216, 255, 236, 322, 420, 425,
Cor 201, 202, 230, 282, 303, 320, 322, 415
Law 202, 203, 204, 206, 209, 212, 259, 301, 310, 313, 340, 350, 401, 370, 401, 420

We will need to continue to offer these courses, staffed by faculty in the proposed Criminal Justice and existing LPS departments for at least the next several years until the majors are revised and any resulting changes passed through governance. The LPS department will have the opportunity to include the courses it thinks are necessary to retain in its revision of the Criminal Justice BS.
### JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
### ENROLLMENT TRENDS IN MAJORS
(Source: College Show Files residing in the CUNY Institutional Research Database. Data before Fall 1998 is pre-SIMS.

#### ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
(A BAIMA student is included in the count for the master's program if the student is classified as a graduate student.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Computing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Psychology</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection Majt</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON DEGREE</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: John Jay Show File

OR 06-103.2
## John Jay College of Criminal Justice

### Enrollment Trends in Majors

(Source: College Shows File reading in the CUNY Institutional Research Database. Data before Fall 1998 is pre-SIMS)

#### First-Time Undergraduate Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Status</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Fall 1984</th>
<th>Fall 1985</th>
<th>Fall 1986</th>
<th>Fall 1987</th>
<th>Fall 1988</th>
<th>Fall 1989</th>
<th>Fall 1990</th>
<th>Fall 2001</th>
<th>Fall 2002</th>
<th>Fall 2003</th>
<th>Fall 2004</th>
<th>Fall 2005</th>
<th>Fall 2006</th>
<th>Fall 2007</th>
<th>Fall 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Time Freshmen</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>1385</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>1355</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>1367</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>1375</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>1375</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate - DRC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>868</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice BA</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice BS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp Info Sys</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Studies</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminology</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dev Beh &amp; Soc</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire &amp; Emerg Sys</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Science</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Psychology</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International CJS</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Studies</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice Studies</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Studies</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Mgt</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>1391</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Transfers</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor's</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>814</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>1054</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attachment G

| Source: John Jay Show File | OR 08-100.3 | 1 |
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ENROLLMENT TRENDS IN MAJORS
(Source: College Shows Files residing in the CUNY Institutional Research Database. Data before Fall 1998 is pre-SIMS.

ENTERING GRADUATE STUDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT STATUS PROGRAM</th>
<th>Fall 1994</th>
<th>Fall 1995</th>
<th>Fall 1996</th>
<th>Fall 1997</th>
<th>Fall 1998</th>
<th>Fall 1999</th>
<th>Fall 2000</th>
<th>Fall 2001</th>
<th>Fall 2002</th>
<th>Fall 2003</th>
<th>Fall 2004</th>
<th>Fall 2005</th>
<th>Fall 2006</th>
<th>Fall 2007</th>
<th>Fall 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW DEGREE-SEEKING</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Computing</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Mental Health</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Psychology</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection Mgr</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW TRANSFERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW NON-DEGREE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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